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Abstract

Tooth enamel has the highest degree of biomineralization of all vertebrate hard tissues. During the secretory stage of enamel formation, ameloblasts deposit an extracellular matrix that is in direct contact with ameloblast plasma membrane. Although it is known that integrins mediate cell-matrix adhesion and regulate cell signaling in most cell types, the receptors that regulate ameloblast adhesion and matrix production are not well characterized. Thus, we hypothesized that αvβ6 integrin is expressed in ameloblasts where it regulates biomineralization of enamel. Human and mouse ameloblasts were found to express both β6 integrin mRNA and protein. The maxillary incisors of Itgb6−/− mice lacked yellow pigment and their mandibular incisors appeared chalky and rounded. Molars of Itgb6−/− mice showed signs of reduced mineralization and severe attrition. The mineral-to-protein ratio in the incisors was significantly reduced in Itgb6−/− enamel, mimicking hypomineralized amelogenesis imperfecta. Interestingly, amelogenin-rich extracellular matrix abnormally accumulated between the ameloblast layer of Itgb6−/− mouse incisors and the forming enamel surface, and also between ameloblasts. This accumulation was related to increased synthesis of amelogenin, rather than to reduced removal of the matrix proteins. This was confirmed in cultured ameloblast-like cells, which did not use αvβ6 integrin as an endocytosis receptor for amelogenins, although it participated in cell adhesion on this matrix indirectly via endogenously produced matrix proteins. In summary, integrin αvβ6 is expressed by ameloblasts and it plays a crucial role in regulating amelogenin deposition/turnover and subsequent enamel biomineralization.
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Chapter 1

Review of the literature

1.1 Introduction

Enamel is the hardest mineralized tissue in the body and the only calcified tissue that is produced by epithelial-derived cells, called ameloblasts. It covers the crowns of teeth and protects them from functional wear and decay. Amelogenesis, or enamel development, consists of secretory, transition and maturation stages. During the secretory stage, ameloblasts actively secrete enamel proteins such as amelogenin (the most abundant enamel matrix protein) (Eastoe 1979), ameloblastin (Krebsbach et al. 1996), and enamelin (Hu et al. 1997) into the enamel matrix. This extracellular matrix undergoes enzymatic modification by enamelysin (MMP20) and kallikrein-4 (KLK4) in the transition and maturation stages. This results in the formation of a mature enamel that is mainly composed of hydroxyapatite crystallites and a minor amount of proteins (Bartlett et al. 1996; Nanci and Smith 2000). Several hereditary conditions affecting enamel have been described. In certain cases, such as amelogenesis imperfecta, in which enamel formation and mineralization is affected, the enamel defects are caused by mutations in amelogenin, enamelin, MMP20, or KLK4 (Hu et al. 2007). The defective enamel mineralizations leads to extensive wear and decay in both the primary and permanent dentition. As a result, these patients may lose their teeth at a young age or require extensive restorative procedures to prevent further decay and/or attrition (Crawford et al. 2007).

Not all cases of defective enamel biomineralization can be explained by the above gene defects, suggesting that also other mechanisms are involved. During amelogenesis, ameloblast plasma membrane has direct contact with the matrix and the developing enamel crystals (Nanci and Smith 2000). The receptors of ameloblasts that mediate ameloblast-matrix adhesion, matrix organization, and signaling are not well characterized, but may play an important role in enamel biomineralization. Integrins mediate cell-matrix adhesion and signaling in most cell types (Hynes 2004). The secretome of rat incisor enamel organ has been reported to include the \( \beta 6 \) integrin transcript, but nothing is known about \( \alpha v \beta 6 \) integrin in enamel formation (Moffatt et
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In the present study, we have investigated the expression and function of αvβ6 integrin during mouse enamel formation. The aims of our study were

- To characterize enamel defects in detail in β6 integrin-null animals
- To uncover the molecular mechanisms by which β6 integrin deficiency affects enamel biomineralization

Our hypotheses were

- αvβ6 integrin is expressed in a specific developmental stage in ameloblasts and that lack of its expression severely disturbs enamel mineralization.
- αvβ6 integrin causes cell signaling via endogenous TGF-β1 activation which regulates the enamel matrix production and processing required for biomineralization.

1.2 Tooth development

Teeth develop from oral ectoderm and mesenchyme, and this interaction between the epithelial tissue and its underlying mesenchymal tissue is under strict genetic control (Thesleff and Hurmerinta 1981; Thesleff 2006). Morphogenesis and cell differentiation in the tooth germ are regulated by epithelial-mesenchymal signaling, which consists of a chain of sequential and reciprocal events (Thesleff et al. 1995; Thesleff 2003). Experiments have shown that in the very early stages of tooth formation, the epithelium induces the mesenchyme to acquire odontogenic potential (Thesleff et al. 1995). In the later stages however, signals from the ectomesenchyme can elicit tooth formation from a variety of epithelia, even non-dental epithelium. (Thesleff et al. 1995). During tooth development, the ectomesenchymal cells, which originate from neural crest cells, and the epithelial cells slowly acquire higher levels of differentiation and become odontoblasts and ameloblasts respectively (Thesleff and Hurmerinta 1981). The epithelial derived ameloblast cells are responsible for the formation of highly mineralized, acellular enamel, while the odontoblasts make the more resilient, vital dentin. In fact, other than the enamel (and some cementum), the rest of the tooth tissues as well as its supporting tissue are all derived directly from neural crest cells.

Tooth development has been divided into three overlapping periods of initiation, morphogenesis, and cell differentiation (Figure 1.1; Kollar 1978;
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Thesleff and Hurmerinta 1981). During this process, a complex cascade of gene expression takes place and results in oral ectoderm thickening, budding, growth, folding, and formation of tooth crown (Thesleff 2003).

Figure 1.1: Tooth formation stages. Schematic representation shows the different stages of tooth formation. There is a constant reciprocal interaction between the epithelial and mesenchymal tissue during tooth formation.

During initiation, the primary epithelial band forms as a continuous thick band of epithelium in both the maxilla and mandible, from which the dental lamina and vestibular lamina are formed (Thesleff and Hurmerinta 1981). The cells forming the vestibular lamina initially enlarge, but then degenerate in order to form a cleft that becomes the future vestibule. The dental lamina is formed from epithelial outgrowths into the underlying mesenchyme and corresponds to the position of future teeth row (Kollar 1978). Furthermore, localized thickenings within the primary epithelial band gives rise to placodes, which bud into the underlying mesenchymal cells and function as one of the first signalling centres of the tooth (Pispa and Thesleff 2003). It is hypothesized that one entire tooth family (incisor, canine, or molar) is formed from one dental placode (Thesleff 2003). Signaling molecules such as FGFs (fibroblast growth factor), BMPs (bone morphogenetic proteins, belonging to the TGF-β superfamily) and Wnts regulate the formation of placodes (Thesleff 2003). Placodal signals in turn, regulate the budding of epithelium and the mesenchymal condensation (Thesleff 2003).

The morphogenesis phase encompasses the bud, cap, and bell stages of tooth formation, where the size and shape of the tooth is established by morphogenic movements of the tissue (Thesleff and Hurmerinta 1981). During the bud stage, there is an epithelium incursion into the mesenchyme, which is accompanied by the condensation of the mesenchymal cells surrounding the budding epithelium (Thesleff et al. 1995). This ball of condensed ectomesenchymal cells gives rise to two clusters of cells: the dental papilla and the dental follicle (Thesleff 2003). The dental papilla will form the dentin and the pulp, while the dental follicle gives rise to the cementoblasts and the periodontal tissue (Tummers and Thesleff 2008). At this stage, the dental epithelium also has two distinct cell lineages which consist of peripheral
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basal cells and the centrally located stellate reticulum cells (Tummers and Thesleff 2008).

During the cap and bell stages, there is further morphogenesis of the epithelium and the crown morphology becomes apparent as the epithelium grows and surrounds the dental papilla (Thesleff et al. 1995). It is during the transition from bud to cap stage that morphologic differences between tooth germs gives rise to different types of teeth. At the cap stage, the epithelial bud continues to proliferate into the mesenchyme, and surrounds the dental papilla (Thesleff 2003). During transition to this stage, clusters of non-dividing epithelial cells give rise to the enamel knot, which expresses genes for many signaling molecules, such as Shh (sonic hedgehog) BMPs, FGFs, and Wnts (Jernvall and Thesleff 2000; Thesleff 2003). Each tooth has a single primary enamel knot at the cap stage. Signals from the enamel knots regulate growth and cuspal morphogenesis by controlling the initiation of secondary enamel knots (Jernvall and Thesleff 2000; Thesleff 2003). Secondary enamel knots express most of the same signaling molecules and appear at the sites of epithelial foldings, corresponding to the tips of the future cups in the molar teeth (Jernvall and Thesleff 2000). While signals from the enamel knot affect the epithelial and mesenchymal tissues, the reciprocal interaction between the epithelium and mesenchyme are needed to maintain the enamel knot (Thesleff 2003).

The final shape of the crown is established at the bell stage. During this stage, cell differentiation and mineralization takes place as the epithelial and mesenchymal cells differentiate into ameloblasts and odontoblasts respectively, and these cells start to deposit the enamel and dentin matrices (Thesleff 2003).

Moreover, it is during the cap and bell stages that an epithelial outgrowth on top of the ectomesenchyme forms the enamel organ. The cells at the periphery of enamel organ, facing the dental follicle, form the outer enamel epithelium, and the cells that border the dental papilla form the inner enamel epithelium (Tummers and Thesleff 2003). The inner enamel epithelium is responsible for the formation of the enamel. The outer and inner enamel epithelia are continuous, and the region where they meet is called the cervical loop (Tummers and Thesleff 2003). Stratum reticulum cells and a layer of stratum intermedium cells facing the inner enamel epithelium occupy the core of the loop (Tummers and Thesleff 2003). The cervical loop is responsible for the continuous cell division, until the crown reaches its full size, after which, the cells give rise to the epithelial component of root formation. While the cervical loop is maintained in continuously growing teeth such as the rodent incisor, in humans it undergoes a structural
1.2. Tooth development

Modification upon root formation (Tummers and Thesleff 2003).

After crown formation is completed, the stellate reticulum and stratum intermedium cells are lost, leaving only a double layer of basal epithelium known as Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath (HERS) (Tummers and Thesleff 2003; Tummers and Thesleff 2008). The sheath grows down and encompasses all, but the basal portion of dental pulp. It directs root growth and shape, and results in dentin formation in the root by initiating the differentiation of odontoblasts from the ectomesenchymal cells in the outer dental papilla (Tummers and Thesleff 2003; Tummers and Thesleff 2008). Cementogenesis in the root occurs when HERS degrades and gives rise to epithelial cells covering the root, known as the epithelial cells rests of Malassez (ERM) (Tummers and Thesleff 2008). Through the network lining of ERM, dental follicular cells migrate and contact the newly formed dentin (Tummers and Thesleff 2008). This results in the dental follicle cells to differentiate into cementoblasts depositing the cementum (Tummers and Thesleff 2008).

The mouse incisor grows continuously and is functionally and morphologically subdivided into two domains: the labial crown analog and the lingual root analog (Figure 1.2; Tummers and Thesleff 2008). The labial side is covered by enamel produced by ameloblasts, and the lingual side is covered by dentin and cementum deposited by odontoblasts and cementoblasts (Tummers and Thesleff 2008). The cervical loop with a core of stellate reticulum cells resides in the base of the incisor, and thus both the crown and root analog are generated continuously by the apical end of the incisor (Harada et al. 2002; Tummers and Thesleff 2008). It has been suggested that the progeny of dividing stem cells from the core of the loop integrate into the basal layer of epithelium, proliferate to form transit amplifying cells around the loop, and then differentiate into ameloblasts or root epithelium depending on their regulatory environment (Tummers and Thesleff 2008). Signaling molecules from the mesenchyme, such as FGF-3, FGF-10, BMP-4 and Activin were found to modulate and regulate the proliferation and maintenance of the epithelial stem cell progeny (Harada et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007). Lastly, Follistatin, which is a TGF-β antagonist, has been identified as the key signaling molecule that inhibits ameloblast differentiation and enamel deposition on the lingual side of the incisor (Wang et al. 2007).
1.3. Amelogenesis

Enamel is the most highly mineralized tissue in the body. It is unique from other mineralized tissues because it is noncollagenous and derived from ameloblast cells, which are of epithelial origin (Fincham Moradian-Oldak and Simmer 1999). At the time of tooth eruption ameloblast cells are lost, and therefore, mature enamel is acellular. Due to this absence of ameloblasts, mature enamel cannot renew itself and does not undergo remodeling. (Fincham Moradian-Oldak and Simmer 1999). Mature enamel is approximately ninety-five percent mineral, four percent water, and one percent organic matter (Deakins and Volker 1941; LeFevre and Manly 1932). The inorganic portion of enamel is long, thin closely packed crystals, composed of calcium hydroxyapatite $Ca_{10}(PO_4)_{6}(OH)_2$ (Simmer and Hu 2001; Elliott Holcomb and Young 1985; Young 1974). The hydroxyapatites group together to form the fundamental organizational units of enamel: enamel rods and interrods. The crystals in the rods are parallel to the long axis of the rod, while the crystals in the interrods run in different directions (Simmer and Fincham 1995). The cylindrical enamel rods are surrounded by interrod enamel, and run from the dentinoenamel junction (DEJ) to the tooth surface. The narrow space that forms the boundary between the rod and interrod enamel contains organic material and is known as the rod sheath. The proteins ameloblastin and amelogenin are major components of the rod sheath (Hu et al. 2007). Rodents do not have a well defined rod sheath in their enamel (Uchida et al. 1998).
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Figure 1.3: Ameloblasts’ morphological changes during amelogenesis. At first the cells of the inner enamel epithelium rest on the basement membrane (1). These ameloblasts then elongate and differentiate into pre-secretory ameloblasts (2). The pre-secretory ameloblasts degenerate the basement membrane, as they start secreting the enamel proteins (3). The secretory ameloblasts form Tomes’ processes, which are projections along the face of the ameloblast that organizes the enamel crystals (4). Once the enamel achieves its full thickness, the secretory stage ends and the ameloblasts lose their Tomes’ process (5). In the transition stage, the ameloblasts decrease their height, a new basement membrane is deposited, and the cells start to produce enzymes to degrade the accumulated protein matrix (6). During the maturation stage, the ameloblasts alter between the ruffle-ended (7) and smooth-ended phases (8). This modulation between the two phases is essential for the mineralization of the enamel.

Amelogenesis or enamel formation is a highly specialized, multi-stage process that takes place in a unique extracellular matrix produced by ameloblast cells. Amelogenesis occurs in three stages: presecretory, secretory and maturation. During these stages, an organic matrix is secreted, the crystals are nucleated and elongated, the organic material and water and subsequently lost, and the enamel crystals mature (Reith 1970). Throughout this process, ameloblast cells go through progressive morphological changes (Figure 1.3; Pindborg and Weinmann 1959).

Following the initiation of dentinogenesis in the developing tooth, cells of the inner enamel epithelium resting on a basement membrane (basal lamina), differentiate into pre-secretory ameloblasts. These ameloblast cells elongate, become polarized, prepare for protein synthesis, and lose the ability to undergo mitosis (Simmer and Fincham 1995). The preameloblasts begin secreting enamel proteins followed by degeneration of the basement membrane (Simmer and Hu 2001). Degradation of the basement membrane, which originally serves to separate preameloblasts from preodontoblasts, is
required for enamel formation to occur (Hu et al. 2007). In addition, loss of this basement membrane marks the initiation of dentin mineralization (Hu et al. 2007). As the basal lamina disintegrates, the presecretory ameloblasts send cytoplasmic processes through the gaps and continue the secretion of enamel proteins on the irregular mineralizing surface of the dentin (Hu et al. 2007; Ronnholm 1962a; Ronnholm 1962b). The secreted enamel matrix mineralizes into a smooth thin layer of aprismatic, rodless enamel, and is perforated by odontoblast processes (Ronnholm 1962b). Thus, the dentin and enamel are linked and the dentinoenamel enamel junction is established.

During the secretory stage, the ameloblasts migrate away from the DEJ. As they do this, they continue to produce and lay down enamel proteins into the space that was previously the basal lamina, on top of the existing enamel crystallites (Hu et al. 2007). The secretory ameloblasts are tall polarized columnar cells (Lacruz et al 2010). They are linked by cell-cell junctions and also further develop secretory structures called the Tomes’ processes (Kallenbach 1973; Reith and Boyde 1978; Ronnholm 1962a; Ronnholm 1962b). Tomes’ processes are cytoplasmic extensions that extend in the newly formed enamel, and organize the enamel crystals into rod and inter-rod enamel (Risnes 1998). Secretions from the proximal part of the Tomes’ process, which contacts the adjacent ameloblast, form the interrod enamel, while secretions from the distal portion of the processes, which interdigitates into the enamel, form the rod enamel. During this stage, the ameloblasts secrete proteins at a mineralization front and the enamel crystals begin to elongate (Hu et al. 2007). The newly laid down enamel matrix is immediately, but very lightly, mineralized and the mineralization front retreats with the Tomes’ process as the enamel crystals grow in length (Hu et al. 2007). Each enamel rod is synthesized by the Tomes’ process of one ameloblast cell (Hu et al. 2007). The enamel crystals elongate in increments, with each increment representing the amount of crystal growth in one day (Hu et al. 2007; Simmer and Hu 2001). The amount of enamel deposition per day varies depending on the systemic factors (Simmer and Hu 2001). At the end of the secretory stage, the enamel is partially mineralized, and the crystallites achieve their full length, corresponding to the final thickness of the enamel (Hu et al. 2007; Simmer and Fincham 1995).

In the maturation stage, the principal function of ameloblasts is to remove water and organic material from the enamel matrix, and supply it with calcium and phosphate ions (Simmer and Fincham 1995). During this stage, the enamel crystallites grow in width and thickness and the enamel hardens (Simmer and Hu 2001). In order for the mineralization of enamel to occur, the ameloblasts must undergo a transition that involves a reduc-
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Amelogenesis in their secretory activity. These ameloblasts decreases in height and lose their Tomes’ processes (Smith 1979). In addition, they begin secreting kallikrein-4 (KLK4), a protease that degrades the accumulated proteins (Hu et al. 2007). During the maturation stage, ameloblasts modulate between ruffle and smooth-ended morphologies (Josephsen and Fejerskov 1977). Ruffle-ended ameloblasts are bounded by tight junctions and have considerable endocytotic activity (Lacruz et al. 2010; Simmer and Fincham 1995; Takano 1995). They participate in the active transport of calcium and phosphate into the enamel matrix (Lacruz et al. 2010; Simmer and Fincham 1995; Takano 1995). As the enamel proteins are degraded and removed, the sides of the enamel crystals are exposed, and active incorporation of mineral ions into crystal takes place by ruffle ended ameloblasts (Hu et al. 2007). Furthermore, the ruffle-ended ameloblasts produce bicarbonate ions, which alkalinizes the matrix and prevents deminer alization of the crystals (Lacruz et al. 2010; Simmer and Fincham 1995; Smith 1998).

In contrast, smooth ended ameloblasts have no endocytotic activity, and do not have distal tight junctions (Simmer 1995, Lacruz 2010). A lack of the tight junctions in these cells permits the exit of large molecules and protein fragment to the enamel surface, from between the cells (Lacruz et al 2010; Simmer and Fincham 1995). The alteration between the ruffle-ended and smooth-ended ameloblasts in the maturation stage is therefore essential in enamel formation. Ultimately, these cells function to create and maintain an environment where the pH is tightly regulated, and the removal of organic matrix and deposition of mineral content can take place (Lacruz et al. 2010).

Moreover, during the maturation stage, the ameloblasts also deposit a unique basal lamina, to which they are attached via hemidesmosomes (Dos Santos Neves et al. 2012). This basal lamina is highly glycosylated and contains laminin-5 (Dos Santos Neves et al. 2012). This basal lamina is responsible for the attachment of ameloblasts to the enamel, regulating the movement of material into and out of the enamel matrix, and relaying information about the status of enamel formation to the ameloblast cells (Dos Santos Neves et al. 2012). Amelotin and odontogenic ameloblast-associated (ODAM) are components of the basal lamina, which are secreted by the maturation stage ameloblasts (Dos Santos Neves et al. 2012; Moffatt et al. 2006).

In continuously erupting rodent incisors, the different stages of amelogenesis are found in series along the length of a single tooth. Enamel formation occurs sequentially from the apical end to the incisal end of the incisor, and distinct zones of secreting, maturing, and mature enamel are found on the
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During amelogenesis, ameloblasts secrete a variety of enamel proteins and proteases that are involved in enamel formation. Amelogenin, ameloblastin, enamelin are the major structural proteins, while enamelysin (MMP20) and kallikrein-4 (KLK4) are the major proteases.

Amelogenin is secreted during the secretory stage of amelogenesis and plays a role in the regulation of enamel crystal pattern and thickness (Gibson et al. 2001). It is the most abundant enamel protein, comprising about eighty to ninety percent of total enamel proteins (Deutsch 1989; Fincham Moradian-Oldak and Simmer 1999; Hu et al. 2007). Ninety percent of the human amelogenin protein is expressed from genes located on the X-chromosome (AMELX), and ten percent are expressed from the Y-chromosome (AMELY) (Lau et al. 1989; Nakahori Takenaka and Nakagome 1991; Salido et al. 1992). Amelogenin is secreted in a variety of isoforms, but the major isoform has a molecular weight of approximately 25 kDa (Hu et al. 2007; Simmer and Hu 2001). The alternative splicing of the amelogenin transcript, as well as post-translational modifications such as proteolysis, result in a range of protein weights for amelogenin, as seen on a sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gels (SDS-PAGE) analysis (Fincham et al. 1991; Gibson et al. 1991; Salido et al. 1992). Amelogenin is critical for normal development of enamel, due to its role in the inhibition of lateral growth of hydroxyapatite crystals. The different amelogenin isoforms self-assemble into structures known as nanospheres (Fincham et al. 1994). Nanospheres are responsible for regulating crystal spacing, and thus determine the width and thickness of the of enamel crystals (Fincham et al. 1995). Furthermore, amelogenin contains histidine, which causes the absorption of hydrogen ions, and therefore functions to regulate the pH of the enamel matrix (Simmer and Hu 2001).

Ameloblastin (AMBN), also known as amelin and sheathlin, is mainly secreted during the secretory stage of enamel formation. It comprises about five to ten percent of enamel proteins, and has a molecular weight of 65 to 70 kDa (Yamakoshi et al. 2001). Its gene loci are located on chromosome 4q in humans (MacDougall et al. 1997) and on chromosome 5 in mice (Krebsbach et al. 1996). Two ameloblastin isoforms are secreted due to alternative splicing of mRNA transcript (Hu et al. 1997), and the protein is proteolytically cleaved at its N-terminal soon after its secretion. The N-terminal
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cleavage product is accumulated in the enamel sheath space, separating rod and interrod enamel (Uchida et al. 1995). Ameloblastin is a critical cell adhesion molecule which aids in the adherence of ameloblasts to the enamel surface (Fukumoto et al. 2004; Fukumoto et al. 2005). Ameloblastin also plays a crucial role in maintaining ameloblast differentiation, which makes it essential for normal enamel formation (Fukumoto et al. 2004; Fukumoto et al. 2005). It binds to the ameloblast cell, inhibits its proliferation, and maintains the differentiated phenotype of secretory ameloblasts (Fukumoto et al. 2004; Fukumoto et al. 2005).

Enamelin (ENAM) is the largest and least abundant of the enamel matrix proteins. It has a molecular mass of roughly 200 kDa (Hu et al. 1997; Hu et al. 2000) and comprises about three to five percent of the structural proteins in developing enamel. Enamelin gene is located on chromosome 4q, near the ameloblastin gene (Hu et al. 2000). Enamelin is secreted during the secretory stage, and is rapidly cleaved by proteinases upon its release. Its function is to promote crystal nucleation and elongation (Hu and Yamakoshi 2003).

Proteolysis, carried out by metalloproteinases and serine proteinases, is essential for enamel biomineralization (Hart et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2005). These proteases are expressed at different times and have different functions. Proteolytic activities cleave enamel proteins and produce stable cleavage products by changing the structure and properties of the protein. Moreover, proteolysis results in degradation of the extracellular organic matrix in the maturation stage, and thus allows crystal growth and mineralization (Lu et al. 2008; Smith 1998).

MMP20 is a metalloproteinase that is predominantly expressed during the secretory and early maturation stages of amelogenesis (Bartlett et al. 1996; Hu et al. 2002). It is located on chromosome 11 (Llano et al. 1997) and migrates as a double band at 40 and 45 kDa on SDS-PAGE (Fukae et al. 1998; Smith et al. 1996). MMP20 selectively cleaves enamel proteins and slowly degrades them, and thus allows crystallites to grow in width and thickness (Lu et al. 2008). It predominantly cleaves amelogenin (Nagano et al. 2009) and ameloblastin (Chun et al. 2010) during the secretory stage. Uncleaved enamel proteins and cleaved products of proteins segregate into different compartments within the enamel layer, which suggests that they might have different functions (Simmer and Hu 2002).

KLK4 is a serine protease that shows up as two bands at 31 and 34 kDa on SDS-PAGE (Tanabe 1984). The gene is located on chromosome 19 (Dupont et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2000) and the protein is secreted during the maturation stage of amelogenesis. KLK4 aggressively removes the remaining
extracellular organic matrix, following the termination of enamel protein secretion, and makes way for hardening of the enamel. Residual amelogenin in the developing enamel comprises the main substrate for the KLK4 enzyme (Ryu et al. 2002). It also degrades glycosylated enamelin cleavage product that is not digested by MMP20 (Yamakoshi et al. 2006). Interestingly, KLK4 does not degrade the enamel proteins that take part in making the basal lamina during the maturation stage (Takano 1979).

1.5 Amelogenesis imperfecta

1.5.1 Overview of amelogenesis imperfecta

Amelogenesis imperfecta (AI) represents a collection of genetic disorders that affects enamel formation in primary as well as permanent dentition in the absence of systemic manifestations (Aldred and Crawford 1995; Witkop 1988). Clinically, teeth may present as being discolored and sensitive with rough texture, pits, or grooves (Crawford et al. 2007). Moreover, these patients are prone to periodontal conditions, predominantly gingivitis, and may show dental anomalies such as reduced crown size and taurodontism (Poulsen et al. 2008). Patients with AI lose their teeth at a young age or require extensive restorative procedures to prevent further decay and/or attrition. Furthermore, it has profound psychological effects such as poor self-esteem (Hu et al. 2007).

The clinical manifestation is enamel that is either hypoplastic, hypomature/ hypomineralized, hypocalciﬁed or a combination of these, depending on the timing of the enamel formation defect (Stephanopoulos et al. 2005; Witkop and Sauk 1976; Wright et al. 2009). Hypoplastic AI results in enamel that is pathologically thin and rough textured with a yellowish-brown color; it forms if the defects occur in the secretory stage of amelogenesis and results in crystal elongation being disrupted; (Hu and Yamakoshi 2003). On the other hand, hypomineralized/hypomature AI results in enamel that is pathologically soft, opaque and brownish colored; it forms if the defect occurs in the maturation stage of amelogenesis and affects the removal of organic matrix (Hu and Yamakoshi 2003). In this case, it is important to note that the teeth are normal in size (Hu and Yamakoshi 2003). Lastly, hypocalciﬁed AI results from the defects occurring during the mineralization process and contains enamel that is very soft with a rough texture and wears away quickly (Hu and Yamakoshi 2003).

The disorder’s mode of inheritance is either autosomal-dominant, autosomal-recessive, or X-linked (Aldred et al. 2003; Backman 1997; Crawford et al. 2007).
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This is a genetically heterogeneous disorder and to date, mutations in the following candidate genes have been found to cause different types of AI: amelogenin (AMELX), enamelin (ENAM), enamelysin (MMP20), kallikrein-4 (KLK4), family with sequence similarity 83, member H (FAM83H), Family with sequence similarity 20, member A (FAM20A), WD repeat-containing protein 72 (WDR72), and distal-less homeobox 3 (DLX3) (Crawford et al. 2007; Wright et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2011). Interestingly, mutations in the genes that encode the enamel extra-cellular matrix proteins and proteases account for only one quarter of all AI cases, and nearly half of the AI causes are of an unknown etiology (Hart et al. 2003b; Kim et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2011). The prevalence of AI ranges from 1 in 700 in Sweden (Backman and Holm 1986) to 1 in 14000 in the USA (Witkop 1957). AI has been classified into 14 clinical subtypes based on mode of inheritance and enamel phenotype (Witkop 1988; Aldred and Crawford 1995).

Numerous mouse models have been generated that have one or a combination of the candidate genes altered and/or knocked-out, and thus provide tools for understanding AI pathogenesis (discussed below).

1.5.2 Mutations in the amelogenin gene (AMELX)

Amelogenin is the most abundant enamel matrix protein and its function is thought to be the regulation of crystal growth and the organization of enamel rods during amelogenesis (Gibson et al. 2001). The amelogenin gene resides on the sex chromosomes and consists of seven exons and six introns (Brookes et al. 1995; Lau et al. 1989). Although in humans the amelogenin gene is located on both the X chromosome (AMELX) and the Y chromosome (AMELY), only 10% of the amelogenin mRNA expression is from AMELY (Lau et al. 1989; Nakahori et al. 1991; Salido et al. 1992). X-linked AI is a phenotypically and genotypically diverse disorder, which results from mutations in the Xp22.1-p22.3 chromosome of AMELX (Hart et al. 2000; Lagerstrom et al. 1991; Lagerstrom-fermer et al. 1995; Wright et al. 2003). To date, there are 18 known AMELX mutations (Hu et al. 2012) that result in distinct and variable enamel phenotypes depending on the type and location of the mutation in the gene (Stephanopoulos et al. 2005; Wright et al. 2003). In humans, the phenotypical appearance ranges from hypomineralized/hypomature enamel to hypoplastic enamel (Hart et al. 2000). Moreover, X-linked AI affects males and females quite differently. Males have a single copy of the X chromosome therefore the enamel is severely affected because all alleles are affected if there is a mutation, whereas females are less severely affected by a single mutation because they...
have two X chromosomes. (Crawford and Aldred 1992). Affected females have a distinctive phenotype that consists of alternating vertical ridges of normal and defective enamel, which results from alternative inactivation of either one of the X chromosomes, be it the normal or the mutated, in different cohorts of enamel-forming cells (Hu et al. 2007). This is known as “lyonization” (Hu et al. 2007).

In general, AMELX mutations consist of signal peptide, and mutations that causes a total loss of amelogenin protein, missense mutations affecting the N-terminal region specifically, and mutations affecting the C-terminal region in specific (Crawford et al. 2007).

Five AMELX signal peptide mutations have been reported that all result in the formation of very thin, hypoplastic enamel (Kida et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2004; Lagerstrom-fermer et al. 1995; Sekiguchi et al. 2001b). These include a deletion of nine nucleotides in exon 2 that replace amino acids 5 through 8 with threonine (g.14_22del) (Lagerstrom-fermer et al. 1995), a single base substitution in exon 2 (g.11G>A) that introduces a premature stop codon (Sekiguchi et al. 2001b), two missense mutations in exon 2 (g.2T>C and g.11G>C) that affect the translation initiation codon and/or the secretion of amelogenin (Kim et al. 2004), and lastly a missense point mutation in exon 5 (g.3458C>G) (Kida et al. 2007). With the g.3458C>G mutation lyonization is observed as the affected females show only vertical ridges on normal-sized teeth, whereas the males have a generalized thin, discolored enamel (Kida et al. 2007).

There are four mutations that affect the N-terminus of AMELX (Wright et al. 2003). One involves a single nucleotide substitution in exon 5 (g.3458delC), and a subsequent introduction of a premature stop codon, which results in a hypomineralized/hypomature enamel accompanied with some degrees of hypoplasia (Aldred et al. 1992; Lench et al. 1994). The other three mutations in the N-terminus are single nucleotide substitutions that result in single amino acid changes leading to formation of a brown discolored enamel (Collier et al. 1997; Hart et al. 2002; Lench and Winter 1995; Ravassipour et al. 2000). While one involves exon 5 (g.3455C>T) and results in hypomineralized/hypomature enamel (Lench and Winter 1995), the other two mutations occur in exon 6 (g.3781C>A and g.3803A>T) and produce a hypomature enamel (Collier et al. 1997; Hart et al. 2002; Ravassipour et al. 2000).

There are six mutations that affect the C-terminus of AMELX by introducing a premature stop codon in exon 6 and clinically present as smooth hypoplastic enamel (g.4046delC, g.4114delC, g.3993delC, g.3958delC, g.4144G>T, and g.4090delC) (Greene et al. 2002; Hart et al. 2002; Kindelan et al. 2000;
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Lench and Winter 1995; Sekiguchi et al. 2001a; Lee et al. 2011). Five of these mutations involve single deletions, while the fifth mutation involves a single nucleotide change (Stephanopoulos et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2011).

Another form of X-linked AI results from a 5 Kb deletion from exon 3 to exon 7 that knocks out the AMELX gene (g.1148-54del) and causes a combined phenotype of hypomineralization and hypomaturation of the enamel (Lagerstrom et al. 1991).

Lastly, a partial deletion of protein ARHGAP6 that causes the removal of all AMELX, has also been shown to cause X-linked AI (Hu et al. 2012). ARHGAP6 is a GTPase-activating protein of the Rho-GAP family, which is expressed in different tissues at low levels and regulates actin polymerization (Prakash et al. 2000). The AMELX gene is situated within the first intron of ARHGAP6 (Crampton et al. 2006). Partial deletions of ARHGAP6 which cause the removal of all AMELX gene results in hypoplastic AI, in which the enamel is thin and rough (Hu et al. 2012).

Table 1.1 summarizes the different AMELX mutations and their respective genotypes and phenotypes.

In summary, signal peptide mutations and mutations in the C-terminus of the protein result in hypoplastic forms of X-linked AI, while mutations in the N-terminus are associated with hypomineralized/hypomature X-linked AI (Kang et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2011). Despite the number of mutations that have been identified, only 5% of families with AI show an X-linked pattern (Backman and Holmgren 1988).

Amelogenin knockout mice display thin hypoplastic enamel, which is disorganized due to a total loss of prism structure (Gibson et al. 2001). Moreover, their incisors and molars fracture frequently, and there is a marked chalky-white discoloration of the incisors (Gibson et al. 2001). This amelogenin null phenotype indicates that amelogenins are indeed responsible for the organization of crystal pattern and play a role in the regulation of enamel thickness (Gibson et al. 2001).
Table 1.1: AMELX mutations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intron 1</td>
<td>ARHGAP6</td>
<td>g.302534, 398773del96240</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Hu et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>ARHGAP6</td>
<td>g.363924, 416577del52654insA</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Hu et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>p.I5_A8delinsT</td>
<td>g.14_22del</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Lagerstrom-Fermer et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>p.W4X</td>
<td>g.11G&gt;A</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Sekiguchi et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>p.M1T</td>
<td>g.2T&gt;C</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Kim et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 2</td>
<td>p.W4S</td>
<td>g.11G&gt;C</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Kim et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 5</td>
<td>p.52R</td>
<td>g.3458C&gt;G</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Kida et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 5</td>
<td>p.P52fsX53</td>
<td>g.3458delC</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypomineralized/ Hypomature</td>
<td>Aldred et al. (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 5</td>
<td>p.T51I</td>
<td>g.3455C&gt;T</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypomineralized/ Hypomature</td>
<td>Lench and Winter (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>p.70T</td>
<td>g.3781C&gt;A</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypomature</td>
<td>Collier et al. (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>p.77L</td>
<td>g.3803A&gt;T</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypomature</td>
<td>Hart et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>p.L181CfsX187</td>
<td>g.4114delC</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Smooth hypoplastic</td>
<td>Kindelan et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>p.Y147fsX187</td>
<td>g.3993delC</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Smooth hypoplastic</td>
<td>Greene et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>p.H129fsX187</td>
<td>g.3958delC</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Smooth hypoplastic</td>
<td>Sekiguchi et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 6</td>
<td>p.P173LfsX16</td>
<td>g.4090delC</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Lee et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 3-</td>
<td>p.18del</td>
<td>g.1148_54del</td>
<td>X-linked</td>
<td>Hypomineralized/ Hypomature</td>
<td>Lagerstrom et al. (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.5.3 Mutations in the enamelin gene (ENAM)

Enamelin, the largest and the least abundant enamel protein, plays a role in enamel mineralization and crystal elongation (Chan et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2000; Hu et al. 2007). Human enamelin is localized on chromosome 4 (4q11-q21) and consists of nine exons and eight introns (Crawford et al. 2007; Dong et al. 2000; Hu et al. 2000; Hu et al 2001; Rajpar et al. 2001). There are 12 known ENAM mutations and the associated phenotype ranges from minor localized hypoplastic enamel to severe hypoplastic enamel (Chan et al. 2010; Simmer et al. 2012).

Most ENAM mutations cause an autosomal-dominant hypoplastic form of AI. The first ENAM mutation identified consists of a G to A transition in intron 8 (g.6395G>A), which causes a deletion of exon 8 and a subsequent formation of a severe form of autosomal-dominant smooth hypoplastic AI (Rajpar et al. 2001). A clinical manifestation of small, yellow teeth with little or no enamel layer is observed (Rajpar et al. 2001). An upstream translation termination codon in exon 5 (g.2382A>T) and a splice accepter site mutation in intron 6 (g.4806A>C) both result in formation of autosomal-dominant local hypoplastic AI (a milder form of AI), in which, patients have sensitive teeth and show localized enamel pits and horizontal grooves (Kim et al. 2005a; Kim et al. 2006; Mardh et al. 2002). A missense mutation in exon 10 (g.12663C>A), which introduces a premature stop codon and truncates the enamelin protein after 246 amino acids, also results in formation of autosomal-dominant localized enamel hypoplasia (Ozdemir et al. 2005a). A splice donor site mutation of a single-G deletion at the end of exon 9 and the beginning of intron 9 (g.8344delG) results in autosomal-dominant smooth hypoplastic AI (Hart et al. 2003a; Kida et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2005a; Pavlic et al. 2007). These patients have yellow colored teeth that are hypersensitive to cold stimuli and a thin enamel layer with a surface texture that varies from smooth to rough with or without horizontal grooves (Hart et al. 2003a; Kida et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2005a; Pavlic et al. 2007). A substitution of guanine with thymine in exon 9 (c.G817T) also results in autosomal-dominant hypoplastic AI with a manifestation of severe generalized hypoplastic enamel (Gutierrez et al. 2007). Lastly, a novel heterozygous in exon 4 of ENAM has recently been identified, which causes a frameshift in the coding region of the signal peptide and results in hypoplastic AI (Simmer et al. 2013).

Other ENAM mutations result in dose-dependent associated phenotypes (Chan et al. 2010; Hart et al. 2003; Ozdemir et al. 2005a; Pavlic et al. 2007). A 2bp (AG) insertion mutation in exon 10 of ENAM 4q13.3
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(g.13185/6insAG) introduces a premature termination codon and results in the formation of hypoplastic enamel (Chan et al. 2010; Hart et al. 2003; Kang et al. 2009; Ozdemir et al. 2005a; Pavlic et al. 2007). While severe generalized hypoplastic defects with an anterior open bite is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern in the homozygous individuals, localized hypoplastic enamel pittings (with or without open bite) with a chalky white colored enamel is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern in the heterozygous members (Chan et al. 2010; Hart et al. 2003; Ozdemir et al. 2005a; Pavlic et al. 2007). In fact, some heterozygous members of this mutation show no detectable enamel defect at all (Kang et al. 2009). Compound heterozygotes for the mentioned mutation (the AG insertion in exon 10) and a novel insertion mutation of seven amino acids (g.12946_12947insAGTCAGTACCAGTACTGTGTC) also display a severe generalized hypoplastic autosomal-recessive AI (Ozdemir et al. 2005a). A single T deletion in exon 10 (g.14917delT) results in a premature termination codon and the subsequent formation of hypoplastic enamel in an autosomal-dominant pattern (Kang et al. 2009). The heterozygote individuals for this mutation also display a dose-dependent phenotype ranging from chalky white enamel with mild localized pitting to prominent horizontal grooves and hypoplasia (Kang et al. 2009). Lastly a missense ENAM mutation (g.12573C>T) that replaces leucine for a phosphorylated serine results in the formation mildly hypoplastic enamel and only localized pitting in heterozygotes, but severe hypoplasia and enamel malformations are observed in homozygote individuals (Chan et al. 2010). These findings indicate that ENAM mutations may result in dose-dependent enamel phenotypes; generalized hypoplastic AI segregating as a recessive trait and localized enamel pitting segregating as a dominant trait (Chan et al. 2010; Ozdemir et al. 2005a). Table 1.2 summarizes the different ENAM mutations and their respective genotypes and phenotypes.

Similar to the AI cases in humans, enamelin defects in mice is also dose-dependent and thus heterozygous enamelin knockout (Enam+/−) and homozygous enamelin knockout (Enam−/−) mice possess very different phenotypes (Hu et al. 2008). The Enam+/− mice have relatively mild defects in general and have maxillary incisors that phenotypically range from having a smooth, brownish yellow colored enamel to a chalky white colored enamel (Hu et al. 2008). While the maxillary incisors are somewhat similar to the wild-type mice, the mandibular incisors are rough, and blunt, with a chalky white colored enamel that has lost its translucency (Hu et al. 2008). Although some enamel abrasion is evident in the molar cusps, the molars in these mice are normal for the most part (Hu et al. 2008).
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On the other hand, enamel abnormalities are evident on all the teeth in the Enam$^{-/-}$ mice. In these animals, both the maxillary and the mandibular incisors show rough and broken surfaces with a white opaque appearance, while the molar cusps display severe coronal wear (Hu et al. 2008). Furthermore, the less the amount of enamelin present, the less mineralization that takes place. As such, enamel proteins are accumulated in the extracellular space of ameloblasts in Enam$^{-/-}$ mice without any mineralization taking place (Hu et al. 2008). In fact, these mice lack true enamel altogether, and their teeth are rather covered by a thin layer of mineral that is formed by a completely different mechanism (Hu et al. 2008).

Mice that have a mutated enamelin gene display similar defects than those observed in the ENAM knockout mice. The homozygous mutated mice show a complete loss of enamel on the incisors and molars, while the heterozygous mice had rough and cracked enamel surfaces (Masuya et al. 2005; Seedorf et al. 2004; Seedorf et al. 2007). Overall, enamelin mutated mice have a similar phenotype as the hypoplastic forms of AI (Masuya et al. 2005; Seedorf et al. 2004; Seedorf et al. 2007). The defects displayed by enamelin mutated mice and knockout mice emphasize the critical role that enamelin plays in enamel crystal elongation and mineralization.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Inheritance</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exon 4</td>
<td>p.Asn36Ilefs56</td>
<td>g.2979delA</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Local Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Simmer et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron 6</td>
<td>p.M71_Q157del</td>
<td>g.4806A&gt;C</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Local Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Kim et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intron 8</td>
<td>p.A158_Q178del</td>
<td>g.6395G&gt;A</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Smooth hypoplastic</td>
<td>Rajpar et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 10</td>
<td>p.S216L</td>
<td>g.12573C&gt;T</td>
<td>AR; AD- localized enamel pitting</td>
<td>Generalized hypoplastic (recessive trait); Localized enamel pittings (dominant trait)</td>
<td>Chan et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 10</td>
<td>p.S246X</td>
<td>g.12663C&gt;A</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Local hypoplastic</td>
<td>Ozdemir et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 10</td>
<td>p.V340- M341insSQYQYC</td>
<td>g.12946_12947insAG TCAGTACCAGTC TGTGTC</td>
<td>AR; AD- localized enamel pitting</td>
<td>Generalized hypoplastic (recessive trait); Localized enamel pittings (dominant trait)</td>
<td>Ozdemir et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exon 10</td>
<td>p.P998fsX1062</td>
<td>g.14917delT</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Kang et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned in the study</td>
<td>p.R179-N196del</td>
<td>g.9045A&gt;G</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Wright et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.5.4 Mutations in the enamelysin gene (MMP20)

MMP20 is a tooth specific gene that is located on chromosome 11 (11q22.3-q23) (Llano et al. 1997) and is comprised of ten exons and nine introns (Caterina et al. 2002). This proteinase is expressed by ameloblasts during the secretory and early maturation stages of amelogenesis and plays a role in removing enamel matrix proteins (Hu et al. 2002). To date, three mutations have been identified in the enamelysin gene, all of which result in an autosomal recessive form of hypomaturation AI (Kim et al. 2005b; Ozdemir et al. 2005b; Papagerakis et al. 2008). The first is a point mutation in intron 6 (g.IVS6S-2A>T) that destroys the splice acceptor and results in the formation of a hypomaturation enamel (Kim et al. 2005b). The second MMP20 mutation involves a single base mutation in exon 5 (g.16250T>A) that alters the amino acid histidine to glutamine (Ozdemir et al. 2005b). Individuals homozygous for these two types of MMP20 mutations have an anterior open bite with discolored, pigmented, opaque teeth; the teeth have a rough surface and are very brittle, even though they are of normal thickness (Kim et al. 2005b; Ozdemir et al. 2005b). This is typically the phenotype that is associated with autosomal recessive pigmented hypomaturation AI (Kim et al. 2005b; Ozdemir et al. 2005b). The third point mutation takes place in exon 1 of MMP20 (g.102G>A) and introduces a premature stop codon which causes autosomal recessive hypoplastic-hypomaturation AI (Papagerakis et al. 2008). These individuals have very thin, hypomineralized enamel that has yellowish pigmentation and chips away easily (Papagerakis et al. 2008).

MMP20 null mice display a severe AI phenotype (Caterina et al. 2002). These mice do not process amelogenin properly, have an altered enamel matrix and rod pattern, display severe attrition of the molars, and have hypoplastic enamel that does not adhere properly to dentin (Caterina et al. 2002). Furthermore, unlike the wild-type and heterozygous animals, the enamel matrix in the MMP20 null mice is not removed nor processed in the secretory stage of enamel development; in fact the enamel matrix persists even in the late maturation stage of amelogenesis (Caterina et al. 2002). Lastly, the enamel mineral in the MMP20 null mice is reduced by 50% and its hardness is decreased significantly compared to the wild-type mice (Bartlett et al. 2004). This mouse model indicates that MMP20 is essential for processing and removal of the enamel matrix proteins, especially amelogenins, in the secretory and maturation stages of amelogenesis; overall, a lack of this proteinase has profound effects on enamel development (Bartlett et al. 2004; Caterina et al. 2002). Similar to heterozygous humans, heterozygous mice have a normal phenotype, thus suggesting that one func-
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An additional MMP20 allele is sufficient for normal enamel formation (Caterina et al. 2002; Ozdemir et al. 2005b).

1.5.5 Mutations in the kallikrein-4 gene (KLK4)

KLK4 gene is on chromosome 19 (19q13.3-13.4) and consists of six exons and five introns (DuPont et al. 1999; Hu et al. 2000). Its expression starts during the transition and maturation stages of enamel formation and continues through tooth eruption where it is responsible for further degradation of amelogenin cleavage products (Hu et al. 2002). Although the expression of KLK4 and MMP20 are temporally different, mutation in KLK4 also causes autosomal recessive pigmented hypomaturation AI with a similar phenotype as the AI caused by a mutated MMP20 gene (Hart et al. 2004; Wright et al. 2006). KLK4 mutation occurs in exon 4 (G.2142G>A) and results in a truncated KLK4 that lacks S207 of the catalytic triad, which is essential for the protein’s proteolytic activity (Hart et al. 2004). Similar to the first two types of MMP20 mutations mentioned, KLK4 mutation result in an enamel with a normal thickness and prismatic architecture (Hart et al. 2004; Wright et al. 2006). However, the enamel formed is discolored, incompletely mineralized, and has an increased protein content (Hart et al. 2004; Wright et al. 2006).

As for the KLK4 knockout mice, heterozygous and homozygous mice develop quite different phenotypes. While the tooth shape, size and color of heterozygous mice are very similar to the wild-type, the homozygous mice possess chalky white enamel that easily chips away and is abraded following weaning (Simmer et al. 2009). Although the enamel crystallites of KLK4 null mice do not fully mature, the enamel layer achieves normal thickness and width (Simmer et al. 2009). Furthermore, lack of KLK4 results in a high retention of enamel proteins which act as a physical barrier and block the expansion and maturation of crystals (Simmer et al. 2009). In this case, individual enamel crystallites fail to grow together and interlock (Simmer et al. 2009). The observations from human cases and mouse experiments show that KLK4 is critical for removal of enamel proteins, crystallite growth and enamel mineralization; however, it does not play a major role in enamel thickness (Hart et al. 2004; Simmer et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2006).
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1.5.6 Mutations in the family with sequence similarity 83, member H gene (FAM83H)

FAM83H is located on chromosome 8q24.3 and while its function is not well known yet, the protein appears to be associated with intracellular vesicles and trans-Golgi organelle (Ding et al. 2009). Interestingly, the FAM83H is one of the two genes (other one being WDR72) that plays a role in the etiology of AI which does not encode for a secreted protein (Ding et al. 2009). Although FAM83H is expressed in developing teeth, its expression is not confined to teeth and its role in amelogenesis is unknown (Kweon et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2009). Furthermore, even though the protein is expressed in many other tissues throughout the body, no defects in these tissues have been identified in the AI patients (Kweon et al. 2013).

Mutations in FAM83H are the only known cause of autosomal dominant hypocalciﬁed AI, and account for the highest percentage and most severe cases of AI than any other gene mutations (Lee et al. 2011). All of the AI-causing mutations in FAM83H thus far have been either frameshift or nonsense mutations in the last coding exon (exon5), which results in a truncated protein (Kim et al. 2008; Lee et al. 2008; Hart et al. 2009; Wright et al. 2009; El-Sayed et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2011). While most of the mutations result in a hypocalciﬁed enamel covering the whole crown, the more downstream mutations result in a localized phenotype conﬁned to the cervical half of the crown only (Wright et al. 2009). To date, 16 novel mutations have been identiﬁed, all of which cause premature translation termination between the amino acids Ser287 and Glu694 (Lee et al. 2011).

Mice that overexpress FAM83H gene have shown to not have any enamel defects (Kweon et al. 2013). Further animal research is needed to shed light on the role of this gene in amelogenesis.

1.5.7 Mutations in the family with sequence similarity 20, member A gene (FAM20A)

Mutations in the family with sequence similarity 20, member A gene is yet another novel mutation that plays a role in the etiology of AI. Family with sequence 20 (FAM20) has three members: FAM20A, FAM20B, and FAM20C (Nalbant et al. 2005). FAM20 protein family plays different roles in mineralized tissue. FAM20B is a kinase implicated in phosphorylation and control of proteoglycans, and it is expressed during the maturation stage of amelogenesis (Koike et al. 2009; O’Sullivan et al. 2011). FAM20C has been shown to be an essential gene for normal bone development (Hao
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et al. 2007; Simpson et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2010; Ishikawa et al. 2012). Although the exact function of FAM20A is yet to be determined, the gene is located on chromosome 17q24.2 and it is expressed in the enamel organ and the gingiva (Cho et al. 2012; O’Sullivan et al. 2011). Mutations in the FAM20A gene causes hypoplastic AI and gingival overgrowth (Cho et al. 2012, O’Sullivan et al. 2011). Furthermore, prolonged retention of primary teeth, intrapulpal calcification and delayed eruption of permanent teeth are some other features that are found in these AI patient (O’Sullivan et al. 2011).

1.5.8 Mutations in the WD repeat-containing protein 72 gene (WDR72)

Recently, novel mutations in the WDR72 gene have been identified as a significant cause of autosomal recessive hypomaturation AI (El-Sayed et al. 2009; El-Sayed et al. 2011). WDR72 is an intracellular protein with a β propeller structure, and plays a role in protein-protein interactions; however, its exact function is unknown for the most part (El-Sayed et al. 2009; El-Sayed et al. 2011). A point mutation in exon 15 of WDR72 (c.2348C>G) results in a premature stop codon, causing hypomaturation AI (El-Sayed et al. 2009; El-Sayed et al. 2011). Although the mechanism by which this mutation results in hypomaturation AI is not known, it is suggested that the late stage of enamel maturation is affected (El-Sayed et al. 2009; El-Sayed et al 2011). More research and animal experiments are needed to understand the role of WDR72 in amelogenesis.

1.5.9 Mutations in the distal-less homeobox 3 gene (DLX3)

The DLX3 gene is a homeodomain transcriptional factor that is expressed in dental epithelium and mesenchyme, as well as in other locations such as differentiating epidermal cells, neural crest, hair follicles, and placenta (Beanan and Sargent 2000). This factor behaves as a transcriptional activator and is located on chromosome 17 (q21 – q22) (Dong et al. 2005). A two base pair deletion in this gene results in a frameshift alteration and introduces a premature stop codon that truncates the protein by 88 amino acids (Dong et al. 2005). This results in the formation of a unique kind of syndromic AI known as AI hypomaturation-hypoplasia type with taurodontism (AIHHT) (Dong et al. 2005). This is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern and manifests as thin, hard enamel with an enlarged pulp chamber (Dong et al. 2005). Diagnosis of AIHHT should not be confused with tricho-dento-
osseous (TDO) syndrome, which is also an autosomal dominant syndrome. TDO syndrome is caused by a four base pair deletion in DLX3 and manifests as kinky, curly hair at birth, enlarged pulp chambers, enamel defects, and usually is accompanied by craniofacial abnormalities (Beanan and Sargent 2000; Price et al. 1998).

In mouse development, DLX3 is essential for embryonic survival and as such the early lethality of the DLX3 knockout mice makes it very difficult to study the enamel formation later in development of these mice (Beanan and Sargent 2000).

1.6 Dental management of patients with AI

Dental management of AI patients is very complex in both the functional and esthetic aspects. In the past, patients with AI were treated with extractions and the construction of complete removable dentures (Gokce et al. 2007). Recently however, bonded porcelain inlays, stainless steel crowns, metal-ceramic crowns, and adhesive plastic restorations are used more commonly as means of treatment. The treatment plan for an AI patient must take into consideration many factors such as the patient’s age and socioeconomic status, the type of AI and the severity of the disorder, and the patient’s intraoral condition (Akin et al. 2007).

Pediatric dentists play a crucial role in the early diagnosis and management of AI. The goal is to maintain the health of the primary teeth as much as possible, and to closely monitor the development of the permanent teeth (Ng and Messer 2009). When the patient has mixed dentition, the treatment’s aim is to improve esthetics, reduce dental hypersensitivity and attrition, maintain the vertical dimension, and restore the masticatory function (Pires dos Santos et al. 2008). As such, the treatment of AI starts in childhood and is based on early prevention and intervention (Crawford et al. 2007), which includes meticulous oral hygiene and protection of teeth with different types of crowns.

Maintaining good oral hygiene and reducing the risk of getting dental caries are very important, as poor dental and gingival health further complicate the restorative management of the teeth (Sapir and Shapira 2007). The child’s diet should be modified to minimize taking cariogenic foods, which contain a high amount of sugar, stick to the tooth, and are erosive. Oral hygiene instructions should include proper toothbrush and brushing method, and the use desensitizing toothpaste (Sapir and Shapira 2007). Furthermore, topical use of fluoride, and daily use of sodium fluoride rinse, and
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casein phosphopeptide-amorphous calcium phosphate must be implemented early (Ng and Messer 2009). Together, these help to resist demineralization, decrease tooth sensitivity, reduce caries risk, and enhance enamel remineralization (Ng and Messer, 2009; Sapir and Shapira 2007). Lastly, the patient should regularly receive professional tooth cleaning and calculus removal to improve periodontal health (Ng and Messer 2009).

Full coverage restorations are considered to be one of the most effective ways of managing tooth sensitivity and poor esthetics in children (Ng and Messer 2009). Stainless steel crowns (SSC) are often used to cover the primary and permanent molars, as early as possible (Ng and Messer 2009; Pires dos Santos et al. 2008; Sapir and Shapira 2007). SSCs maintain the vertical dimension of occlusion, conserve tooth vitality, integrity and prevent post-eruptive breakdown, manage tooth sensitivity, and establish correct interproximal and occlusal relationship (Ng and Messer 2009; Sapir and Shapira 2007). SSCs are also quick and easy to place, which is an advantage particularly when managing children (Ng and Messer 2009), and are not as costly or technique sensitive as cast restorations (Sapir and Shapira 2007). However, SSCs require quite a bit of tooth preparation and need to be replaced with cast restorations later on (Ng and Messer 2009).

As for the anterior primary teeth, crown restoration with resin composite or laminate veneers may be used (Ng and Messer 2009). Indirect resin crown (IRC) is suggested by some authors as an optimal intermediary treatment option for AI patients with mixed dentition (Quinonez et al. 2000). IRCs are very cost effective and provide very good esthetics for children (Quinonez et al. 2000). Moreover, with the continued tooth eruption, IRCs can be easily modified at the gingival margin by adding composite resin to the exposed margin (Quinonez et al. 2000).

Treating the permanent dentition in an AI patient is more complex and requires a multidisciplinary approach which includes periodontics, orthodontics, endodontics, and prosthodontic treatments (Ng and Messer 2009). Orthodontic treatment can help to close spaces between teeth and fix the mal-occlusion, or to separate teeth before crown placement in order to conserve tooth material in permanent teeth (Sapir and Shapira 2007). However, retention of orthodontic brackets to teeth may be a problem in some AI patients (Sapir and Shapira 2007). In some cases, a headgear is fabricated to be worn at night time in order to fix the occlusion (Sapir and Shapira 2007).

Simple microabrasions (mostly in cases of hypomaturation AI), gold or stainless steel crowns, all ceramic crowns, metal-ceramic crowns, porcelain laminate veneers, porcelain onlays, direct resin composite restorations, indi-
rect resin composite laminate veneers, and indirect resin composite partial or full crowns are some of the treatment options that may be used to improve esthetics and/or restore teeth with posteruptive breakdown (Yamaguti et al. 2006). Gold based alloys are considered a good choice because they are quite wear resistant and also cause minimal wear of the opposing enamel (Ng and Messer 2009; Yamaguti et al. 2006). However, they have an unnatural appearance and should be used for the posterior teeth mostly (Yamaguti et al. 2006). Metal-ceramic crowns on the other hand provide a more appealing esthetics, but they are abrasive to the opposing tooth enamel and as such, this limits their use in AI patients who have a fragile enamel to begin with (Yamaguti et al. 2006). All ceramic crowns are not as strong as metal crowns, have a brittle characteristic, and also wear down the opposing enamel (Yamaguti et al. 2006). However, they provide great esthetics and therefore they may be used as an anterior teeth restoration (Ng and Messer 2009). Porcelain laminate veneers are also a popular choice for the treatment of anterior teeth. Unlike complete crown restoration that is an invasive procedure with a substantial amount of tooth removal, veneers provide the same optimal esthetics with a very conservative tooth preparation (Yamaguti et al. 2006). Veneers are however not a good choice if the patient suffers from tooth sensitivity (Ng and Messer 2009).

Recently, the use resin composite restoration associated with glass ionomer cements has increased (Sabatini and Guzman-Armstrong 2009; Yamaguti et al. 2006). Resin composite restorations provide excellent esthetics and tooth preservation; however, bonding resin composite to AI-affected enamel could be an issue. The bond strength between the resin composite and hypomineralized enamel is severely compromised compared to normal enamel (Sapir and Shapira 2007). The bond between the enamel and the restoration greatly depends on the enamel surface changes after acid etching, and some studies have shown that phosphoric acid that is commonly used to etch the enamel may cause more enamel loss than the self-etching primers (Seow and Amaratunge 1998; Sapir and Shapira 2007). Therefore, self-etching primers may be used as an alternate means of preparing the tooth for the resin composite bond (Sapir and Shapira 2007; Sabatini and Guzman-Armstrong 2009). Self-etching primers are also recommended to use in AI patients because they are simple to use, require few steps and less time, and cause less postoperative sensitivity (Sapir and Shapira 2007). Furthermore, some self-etching primers have fluoride releasing properties and an antibacterial component, both of which are advantageous to AI patients (Sapir and Shapira 2007). The overall literature however, does suggest that typical etch patterns are produced in most variants of the AI, except in smooth hypoplastic
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AI (Seow and Amaratunge 1998), and therefore bonding of resin composite should be feasible in most of the AI patients. Moreover, some authors suggest that pre-treating the enamel with 5% sodium hypochlorite removes the excess non-mineralized acid insoluble proteins from teeth, and significantly enhances the bond strength (Seow and Amaratunge 1998; Ng and Messer 2009). It is also essential to remove all clinically defective, soft enamel in order to obtain a stronger resin bond to the potentially underlying normal enamel (Sabatini and Guzman-Armstrong 2009). The disadvantage of composite resins is its undesirable properties such as microleakage, staining, low abrasion resistance, and plaque accumulation (Saha and Saha 2011).

In conclusion, the dental management of AI patients is very complex and case specific. It starts with proper diagnosis and early intervention in childhood. The treatment includes many disciplines and modalities, and requires follow-up and maintenance to achieve long-term success. Moreover, these patients require substantial emotional support, especially in the cases of children and adolescents.

1.7 Other mutations in mice that affect the enamel formation

Aside from the discussed genes that play a role in the etiology of AI in humans, there are a number of other genes that play pivotal roles in amelogenesis, and their mutations cause various enamel defects in transgenic mice. Table 1.3 which is adapted from a review paper shows a list of enamel defects that are caused by different mutations in transgenic mice (Bei 2009). These different genes are responsible for cell-signalling, cell-cell adhesion, and transcription factors which affect the amelogenesis process. Below, a few examples of the selected genes that result in formation of a defective enamel are discussed.

Cell signalling molecules are essential endogenous factors that play a role in ameloblast cell differentiation (Bei 2009). TGF-β1 is a cell signalling molecule which is a member of the TGF-β super-family. It is expressed during early development in different tissues and cells, including the ameloblast cell (Chai et al. 1994; Chai et al. 1999; Pelton et al. 1991). TGF-β and its receptors have numerous functions such as regulating the immune response, cell proliferation and differentiation (Taipale Saharinen and Keski-Oja 1998; Haruyama et al. 2006). There are also important in regulating tooth development during the early stages (Chai et al. 1994; Chai et al. 1999; Pelton et al. 1991). Overexpression of TGF-β1 under the dentin sialoprotein pro-
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Other mutations in mice that affect the enamel formation have been studied. Haruyama et al. (2006) showed that mutations in the enamel formation factor result in a pitted and hypoplastic enamel in mice. The observed phenotype is due to an early and abnormal detachment of the ameloblast cells from the underlying dentin, and formation of cysts that contain hypomineralized matrices near the DEJ (Haruyama et al. 2006).

Smad3 is a member of Smad proteins, which are intracellular signaling molecules that mediate the signals from activin and TGF-β super family receptors to the nucleus (Yokozeki et al. 2003). Mice that lack the Smad 3 gene have severely hypomineralized enamel in their molars and incisors, due to defective protein removal at the maturation stage (Yokozeki et al. 2003). The defective enamel has a normal thickness and rod and interrod structure, which indicate that the secretory stage of amelogenesis is not affected in these transgenic mice (Yokozeki et al. 2003). The Smad3 null mice also have a decreased inflammatory response and accelerated wound healing (Yokozeki et al. 2003). From the observed results it can be hypothesized that Smad3 is critical for enamel biomineralization, and that the activin and TGF-β signaling may be essential for this process to take place normally (Yokozeki et al. 2003).

Cell adhesion molecules such as laminins and integrins are strongly expressed by secretory ameloblasts and play a role in regulating ameloblast cytodifferentiation (Bei 2009). Laminins are a family of extra-cellular matrix proteins that play a role in cell differentiation, migration, and adhesion (Yoshiba et al. 1998). Laminin-5 (Laminin-332), in specific, regulates epithelial cells adhesion and mobility via integrins α6β4 and α3β1, and its isoforms are expressed in the basement membrane of secretory ameloblasts (Yoshiba et al. 1998; Ryan et al. 1999). Laminin-5 plays a role in the late stage differentiation of ameloblast cells and thus, when it is mutated, the ameloblast terminal differentiation is affected and hypoplastic enamel is formed (Ryan et al. 1999). The secretory ameloblasts of mice with a mutated laminin 5 alpha 3 produce very little enamel matrix (Ryan et al. 1999, Bei 2009). It is postulated that the laminin-5 interactions with the integrin β4 is critical in stabilizing the ameloblast cells structure and architecture (Ryan et al. 1999, Bei 2009). The absence of laminin 5 alpha 3 chain alters the ameloblast adhesion and subsequently its structure and function, which leads to a formation of defective and reduced enamel (Ryan et al. 1999).

Transcription factors have also been shown to be critical for amelogenesis. The homeobox gene Msx2 is part of the Msx homeobox gene family and is expressed at numerous tissues including the eyes, hair follicles, and teeth (Satokata et al. 2000; Bei et al. 2004; Bei 2009). Mutations in Msx2 gene affect the development of dentition in several different ways (Satokata
et al. 2000). Mice lacking the homeobox gene Msx2 exhibit defects in cusp morphogenesis, and have severely misshaped teeth (Bei et al. 2004). Furthermore, in the Msx2 knockout mice, the secretory ameloblasts produce a severely hypoplastic enamel (Bei et al. 2004). The ameloblast cells of these mice lose their cell-cell adhesion, and exhibit a poorly formed hemidesmosomes, indicating the critical role of Msx2 in cell adhesion (Bei et al. 2004). Moreover, Msx2 controls the expression of laminin 5 alpha 3 chain in secretory ameloblasts (Bei et al. 2004). Interestingly, the mutations in Msx2 and laminin 5 alpha 3 chain both result in reduced enamel deposition and a very similar phenotype, supporting the hypothesis that these genes function within the same genetic pathway (Bei et al. 2004; Bei 2009).
Table 1.3: Mutations in transgenic mice that cause enamel defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Enamel phenotype</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sp3</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Bouwman et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp6</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Nakamura et al. (2008), Ruspita et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Msx2</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Satokata et al. (2000), Bei et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothened</td>
<td>K14 conditional knockout</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Gritli-Linde et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lama3</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Ryan et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGFβ1</td>
<td>Overexpression (DSPP conditional knockout)</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Haruyama et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eda</td>
<td>Overexpression (under K14 promoter)</td>
<td>No enamel</td>
<td>Mustonen et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnt3</td>
<td>Overexpression (under K14 promoter)</td>
<td>No enamel</td>
<td>Millar et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follistatin</td>
<td>Overexpression (under K14 promoter)</td>
<td>No enamel</td>
<td>Wang et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follistatin</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Ectopic enamel</td>
<td>Wang et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gdf6</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>No enamel</td>
<td>de Vicente et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periostin</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Enamel defect</td>
<td>Rios et al. (2005); Ma et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ameloblastin</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>No enamel</td>
<td>Fukumoto et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smad 3</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
<td>Hypomineralized</td>
<td>Yokozeki et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connexin 43</td>
<td>Dominant negative</td>
<td>Hypoplastic</td>
<td>Dobrowolski et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.8 Structure and function of integrins

Integrins comprise a large family of heterodimeric cell surface protein receptors, found to be critical for embryogenesis (Campbell and Humphries 2011; Giancotti 1997; Hynes 2004). They mediate cell-to-cell or cell-to-matrix adhesion and signaling in most cell types (Campbell and Humphries 2011; Giancotti and Ruoslahti 1999; Hynes 2004). Integrins are composed of two non-covalently associated transmembrane subunits, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, which typically have a long extracellular domain and a short intracellular domain (Hynes 1992). The integrin $\alpha_6\beta_4$ is an exception in this regard, as it possesses a long cytoplasmic tail (Suzuki and Naitoh 1990; Tamura et al. 1990). There are 18 $\alpha$ and 8 $\beta$ subunits in vertebrates that dimerize to form 24 different integrins, each with a different tissue distribution, binding specificity, and signalling properties (Barczyk Carracedo and Gullberg 2010; Hynes 2002; Hynes 2002).

In order for integrins to get activated, intracellular cell signals need to interact with the cytoplasmic domain of integrins leading to a conformational change in the extracellular portion of the integrin (Larjava et al. 2011). The inactive bent integrin changes into its activated extended form, which exposes the ligand binding site (Larjava et al. 2011). This process is referred to as inside-out activation (Larjava et al. 2011).

Upon activation, integrins bind to a number of different ligands, many of which are shared targets amongst the family members (Bouvard et al. 2001; Hynes 1992). In addition to binding to extracellular matrix (ECM) ligands, integrins may also serve as receptors for many viruses and bacteria (Hynes 2002).

The cytoplasmic tails of the integrins function in the binding and reorganization the actin cytoskeleton of a cell, which initiates a positive feedback system in which more integrins cluster and further organization of the actin filaments takes place. In the case of $\alpha_6\beta_4$ integrin, it binds to intermediate filaments rather than actin filaments due its large intracellular domain (Hynes 2002; Giancotti and Ruoslahti 1999; Tarone et al. 2000). This results in the formation of aggregates known as “focal adhesions”, composed of extracellular matrix proteins, integrins, and intra- and extracellular components of the cytoskeleton (Burridge and Chrzanowska-Wodnicka 1996). The focal adhesions are tightly controlled and allow for cell migration and adhesion to occur.

Besides their role in organization of the cytoskeleton and their integration with the ECM, integrins play a pivotal role in transducing signals through the cell membrane, in either direction (Giancotti and Ruoslahti 1999). These
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The critical role that integrins play in biological processes is clearly demonstrated in integrin deficient and transgenic animals. Ablation of integrin genes results in various functional deficiencies such as defects in the kidneys, lungs and skin, to embryonic inviability, to name a few examples (Bouvard et al. 2001).

Research regarding integrin expression during tooth development has shown that tooth epithelium express α6, αv, β1, β4, and β5 integrin subunits (Salmivirta et al. 1996). Furthermore, the secretome of rat incisor enamel organ has been reported to include the β6 integrin transcript, but not much is known about αvβ6 integrin in enamel formation (Moffatt et al. 2006).

1.9. αvβ6 integrin

αvβ6 integrin is exclusively an epithelial receptor which binds to its ligands through the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) motif (Breuss et al. 1993; Breuss et al. 1995; Thomas Nystrom and Marshall 2006). αvβ6 integrin’s RGD containing ligands include fibronectin (Busk Pytela and Sheppard 1992), vitronectin (Huang et al. 1998), tenascin (Prieto Edelman and Crossin 1993), and fibrillin-1 (Jovanovic et al. 2007). The integrin also binds to RGD on latency associated peptides (LAP) of transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) (Munger et al. 1999) and TGF-β3 (Annes Rifkin and Munger 2002), viral capsids of foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) (Miller et al. 2001), coxsackievirus A9 (CAV9) (Williams et al. 2004), and human parechovirus 1 (HPEV 1) (Seitsonen et al. 2010).

While the αv subunit can pair with multiple β subunits, the β6 subunit binds exclusively with the αv unit to form the αvβ6 integrin (Hynes 2002). The β6 integrin has a 788 amino acid sequence, and is distinct from other related beta subunits due to its unique eleven amino acid carboxyl-terminal extension (Sheppard et al. 1990).

The αvβ6 integrin is normally expressed at low levels in adult tissues, but it is upregulated during development, wound healing, and inflammation, (Breuss et al. 1995; Clark et al. 1996; Haapasalmi et al. 1996; Hahm et al. 2007; Hakkinen et al. 2000; Larjava et al. 1993) as well as in more severe pathologies such as chronic skin wounds (Hakkinen et al. 2004) and in a variety of cancers (Hamidi et al 2000; Thomas Nystrom and Marshall 2006). It is also constitutively expressed in junctional epithelium of teeth (Ghannad et al. 2008; Larjava et al. 2011), and the hair follicles of normal
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TGF-β activation

TGF-β is a multifunctional cytokine that regulates cell growth, inflammation, immune function, matrix synthesis, and apoptosis (Taipale Saharinen and Keski-Oja 1998). It functions by binding to its receptor and activating an intracellular signalling cascade that results in alteration of gene expression. There are three isoforms of TGF-β (TGF-β1, -2, and -3), which are all secreted as inactive complexes. As such, TGF-β first needs to be activated in order to be able to bind to its receptor and exert its effect. The αβ6 integrin binds and activates latent TGF-β1 and TGF-β3 (Annes Rifkin and Munger 2002; Annes et al. 2004).

TGF-β is synthesized as a homodimeric pro-TGF-β that is covalently linked to another propeptide termed latency associated peptide (LAP) (Masague Blain and Lo 2000; Worthington Klementowicz and Travis 2011). Even though LAP is cleaved from mature TGF-β in the Golgi, the TGF-β remains non-covalently attached to LAP upon its secretion (Dubois et al. 1995). This associated LAP prevents signalling by blocking the TGF-β receptor, and together with TGF-β it forms the small latent complex (SLC) (Lawrence et al. 1984). In most of the cases however, TGF-β is secreted as
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part of the large latent complex (LLC) (Dallas et al. 1994; Miyazono et al. 1991; Taipale Saharinen and Keski-Oja 1998). LLC is formed when the SLC (LAP- TGFβ) is covalently associated with latent TGF-β-binding protein (LTBP) (Saharinen and Keski-Oja 2000). LTBP binds to proteins in ECM, and therefore anchors the latent TGF-β to the ECM (Hyytiainen Penttinen and Keski-Oja 2004). The LAP needs to be dissociated from TGF-β in order for TGF-β to get activated. This dissociation is a highly regulated process, and is termed latent TGF-β activation (Annes et al. 2004). Although a number of different processes such as proteases that degrade LAP (Kojima Nara and Rifkin 1993; Yu and Stamenkovic 2000), thrombospondin-1 (Crawford et al. 1998), and reactive oxygen species (Jobling et al. 2006) can activate latent TGF-β, integrins have been recognized as the key activators (Aluwihare et al. 2009; Nishimura 2009; Worthington Klementowicz and Travis 2011; Yang et al. 2007). The αvβ6 mediated TGF-β1 activation is a protease independent mechanism during which an induction of a conformational change in the LAP occurs (Annes et al 2004).

αvβ6 integrin recognizes and binds to the RGD motif in the LAP of the latent complex (Annes et al. 2004). This leads to a conformational change of the LLC and allows activated TGF-β1 to access its receptors (Annes et al. 2004; Fontana et al. 2005; Wipff et al. 2007; Wipff and Hinz 2008; Worthington Klementowicz and Travis 2011). Activation of TGF-β1 through this mechanism is dependent on integrin ability to bind to the actin cytoskeleton of the cell, which generates a retractile force and results in a conformational change in LLC. TGF-βs bind to type I and type II receptors (TGF-βRI and TGF-βRII), which in turn phosphorylate (activate) Smad2 and Smad3 (Moustakas and Heldin 2008). Phosphorylated Smad2 and Smad3 then form a complex with Smad4, which translocates to the nucleus to regulate gene transcription (Kang Liu and Derynck 2009). In addition to the Smad signaling pathway, TGF-β receptors can signal via alternative pathways such as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), phosphatidyinositol-3-kinase (PI3K), and Rho-like GTPase pathway (Zhang 2009). TGF-β1 knockout animals die a few weeks after birth from multifocal inflammatory disease, due to massive infiltrations of macrophages and lymphocytes in different organs (Shull et al. 1992).

Although no enamel defects have been reported with TGF-β1 knockout animals, mice that lack Smad3 gene have phenotypes that mimic hypomineralized amelogenesis imperfecta (Yokozeki et al. 2003).
Chapter 2

The role of $\alpha v\beta 6$ integrin in enamel biomineralization

2.1 Introduction

Enamel is the hardest mineralized tissue in the body and the only calcified tissue that is produced by epithelium-derived cells, namely ameloblasts. Amelogenesis consists of secretory, transition and maturation stages (Simmer et al. 2010). During the secretory stage, ameloblasts secrete enamel proteins such as amelogenin (the most abundant enamel matrix protein; Eastoe, 1979), ameloblastin (Krebsbach et al. 1996) and enamelin (Hu et al. 1997) into the enamel matrix. This extracellular matrix undergoes enzymatic modification by enamelysin (MMP20) and kallikrein 4 (KLK4) in the transition and maturation stages, which results in the formation of a mature enamel that is mainly composed of hydroxyapatite crystallites and a minor amount of residual proteins (Bartlett et al., 1996; Nanci and Smith, 2000). Mutations in amelogenin, enamelin, MMP20 and KLK4 genes all cause human hereditary amelogenesis imperfecta (AI), in which both enamel formation and its mineralization are affected (Hu et al. 2007). This leads to extensive wear and decay in both the primary and permanent dentition, which may result in tooth loss at a young age or require extensive restorative procedures to prevent further decay and/or attrition (Crawford et al. 2007).

During amelogenesis, the apical ameloblast plasma membrane directly abuts against the matrix and the developing enamel crystals (Nanci and Smith, 2000). Although integrins mediate cell-matrix adhesion and signaling in most cell types (Hynes 2004), the receptors of ameloblasts that mediate ameloblast-matrix adhesion, matrix organization, and signaling are not well characterized. The rat incisor enamel organ has been reported to express the $\beta 6$ integrin transcript, but its role in enamel formation is not known (Moffatt et al. 2006). Integrin $\alpha v\beta 6$ is an epithelial cell-specific integrin that binds to the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) amino acid motif in its ligands (Breuss et al. 1993), which include fibronectin, tenascin-C, vit-
ronectin and the latency-associated peptide (LAP) of transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) and TGF-β3. Its binding to the LAP of latent TGF-β1 activates the cytokine (Munger et al. 1999). This integrin-mediated activation plays an important anti-inflammatory role in vivo (Yang et al. 2007), as it regulates experimental TGF-β1-dependent fibrosis in various organs (Hahm et al. 2007; Horan et al. 2008; Patsenker et al. 2008). Furthermore, αvβ6 integrin is expressed in junctional epithelial cells that mediate gingival soft tissue adhesion to tooth enamel (Ghannad et al. 2008). Interestingly, loss of β6 integrin in mice is associated with characteristics of human periodontal disease, suggesting that αvβ6 integrin plays a role in protecting periodontal tissues from inflammatory changes leading to periodontal disease (Ghannad et al. 2008). Junctional epithelium is derived from cells arising from the reduced enamel epithelium during tooth eruption (Schroeder and Listgarten 1977). In the present study, therefore, we hypothesized that αvβ6 integrin is also expressed in ameloblasts and that lack of its expression is associated with enamel defects. We show that mice deficient in αvβ6 integrin have hypomineralized enamel and show excessive accumulation of amelogenin in the mineralizing enamel matrix.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Teeth of Itgb6-/- mice have severe attrition and abnormal enamel surface

Compared to wild-type (WT) mice, Itgb6-/- mice had no obvious differences in tooth development or eruption, and there was no malocclusion. However, when incisors of Itgb6-/- mice were examined more closely, it became obvious that they differed from those of WT mice. The maxillary incisors of WT mice had a smooth and yellowish surface, whereas Itgb6-/- mouse maxillary incisors lacked the yellow pigmentation and were abnormally white. In addition, mandibular incisors of Itgb6-/- mice appeared chalky and the tips were noticeably more rounded than those of their WT counterparts (Figure 2.1A,B).

Examination of defleshed mandibles from 12-month-old mice using a dissecting microscope or after taking high-resolution radiographs showed that whereas WT mouse molars had prominent and pointed cusps on all three molars (Figure 2.1C,E,G), the molar cusps of the Itgb6-/- mice had extensive wear at their occlusal surfaces (Figure 2.1D,F,H) similar to their blunted incisors. This severe attrition of molar cusps was highly evident in the scanning electron micrographs, displaying flattened and heavily worn Itgb6-/-
mouse molar cusps (Figure 2.1H). While the WT enamel was smooth, the enamel of Itgb6-/- mice showed extensive pit formation and roughness on the sides of the molars (Figure 2.1I,J). The rate and amount of attrition in the molar teeth was further investigated in different age groups. As expected, as the mice aged the attrition rate increased in both the WT and Itgb6-/- mice; however, the rate of attrition was much faster in the Itgb6-/- group (Figure 2.1K). The degree of attrition in the Itgb6-/- mice reached the maximum level already by 6 months when the cusps were almost completely worn down (Figure 2.1K).

Next, we investigated whether the enamel phenotype in the Itgb6-/- mice could be rescued by re-expressing β6 integrin. For this purpose, the Itgb6-/- mice were bred with mice over-expressing human β6 integrin under the cytokeratin 14 (K14) promoter in addition to their own endogenous mouse β6 integrin (Häkkinen et al. 2004). Offspring carrying only human β6 integrin on the knockout background were selected to represent the β6 integrin rescue mice (Figure 2.1L; integrin expression in the ameloblast layer of these animals is presented in Figure 2.6A). The incisors of the ‘over-expressing’ and the ‘rescue’ mice appeared macroscopically normal (data not shown). The average attrition rate of 6-month-old Itgb6-/- mice was significantly higher when compared to the ‘rescue’ and ‘over-expressing’ mice of the same age, indicating that the enamel attrition is effectively rescued by human β6 integrin gene in the Itgb6-/- mice (Figure 2.1M). Moreover, over-expression of β6 integrin did not seem to affect enamel formation.

2.2.2 Enamel prism structure and mineralization are severely affected in Itgb6-/-

To determine the specific nature of the enamel defects in Itgb6-/- mice, we first observed enamel microstructure. Electron micrographs of surface acid-etched incisors demonstrated a significant difference in prism structure and organization between the WT and Itgb6-/- enamel (Figure 2.2A,B). In WT mouse incisors, a parallel and well-organized enamel prism structure in alternating rows was present (Figure 2.2A). Interestingly, in the Itgb6-/- incisors, the enamel prism organization was completely lost; the enamel was somewhat layered but showed no regular repeating pattern of prism structure (Figure 2.2B).

Next, we compared enamel mineral density in WT and Itgb6-/- mice. Micro-CT images were taken from 14-day-old Itgb6-/- and WT mouse mandibular molars. While the mutant mice teeth appeared generally anatomically normal, the X-ray density of the enamel was greatly reduced in both the 1st
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Figure 2.1: Teeth from 6-month-old Iitg6-/- mice show severe attrition. (A, B) Incisors of the Itgb6-/- (β6/-) mice show considerable wear at their tips, a chalky appearance and an absence of yellow pigmentation as compared to WT incisors. (C, D) Severe attrition is also observed in the Itgb6-/- mandibular molars. (E-H) High-definition radiographs and backscattered electron SEM images of defleshed mandibles demonstrate occlusal wear to the level of dentin in the Itgb6-/- molars. (I, J) In secondary electron SEM images, lateral enamel surfaces in Itgb6-/- mouse molars appear rough and pitted as compared to those in WT mice. (K) In WT mice, the attrition rate increases with age reaching a score (see Methods) of one in about twelve months. However, attrition in Itgb6-/- (β6/-) mice reaches the maximum score of two in six months. (L) PCR genotyping shows that WT mice express the murine β6 integrin while there is no expression in Itgb6-/- animals (β6-/-). K14/36 mice demonstrate the presence of both human and murine β6 integrin. Integrin β6-deficient mice were cross-bred with K14/36 mice to create a β6 integrin rescue line (β6 rescue) carrying only the human β6 integrin gene. The knockout construct was identified by primers for neoF-5’ and KmβR-5’. (M) Significant clinical attrition observed in the Itgb6-/- (β6/-) mice compared to WT mice can be rescued by human β6 integrin. WT, N= 167; β6-/-, N=124; rescue, N=60; overexpressing, N=99.
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Figure 2.2: Enamel prism structure and mineralization are severely affected in Itgb6-/- (A) Enamel in WT mice shows a well-organized and regular prism structure. (B) In Itgb6-/- (36-/-) enamel, the prism structure is completely lost and irregular. D, dentin, En, enamel. Micro-CT images of mandibular specimens from 14-day-old WT (C) and Itgb6-/- (D) mice show that the general development, relationship with alveolar bone, and eruption of both molars and the incisor appear normal in Itgb6-/- mice. In longitudinal sections of both the 1st and 2nd molars, the mineral density of enamel appears greatly reduced (less black/dark grey) in Itgb6-/- mice (arrows). Mineral-to-protein ratios in the maxillary (E) and mandibular (F) incisors of 7-week-old WT and Itgb6-/- (36-/-) mice (n=10) derived from 1-mm strips of developing enamel cut from the apical loop of the incisors and processed for protein and mineral measurements. Strips 1-2 represent secretory stage enamel, strips 3-4 maturation stage enamel and strips 5-11 mature hard enamel.
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and 2nd molars of the Itgb6−/− mice compared to the WT (Figure 2.2C,D). To quantify the difference in mineralization during various stages of enamel formation, we measured the mineral-to-protein ratio of the maxillary and mandibular incisors in both mouse lines by an ashing method. Near the apical loop of the incisors, corresponding to the secretory stage, the mineral-to-protein ratio was similar in WT and Itgb6−/− mice (Figure 2.2E,F). However, as the distance from the apical loop increased (maturation stage starts about 3 mm from the apex), the mineral-to-protein ratio of Itgb6−/− mouse incisors became drastically decreased compared to that of the WT mice. In fact, from the regions that corresponded to the maturation stage and onwards, the WT incisors were so highly mineralized that it was not possible to cut away incisor enamel strips for sampling, whereas the Itgb6−/− incisor enamel strips were easily removed along the entire length of the incisors (strip 9 on maxilla and strip 11 on the mandible). In additional mineral analyses using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, we studied a number of molar teeth (areas of no wear on the buccal surface) where there was no statistical difference in Ca/P ratios between Itgb6−/− and WT molars with the ratios obtained being typical for hydroxyapatite (data not shown).

2.2.3 Integrin β6 mRNA and protein are expressed by ameloblasts in mouse and human teeth

To demonstrate that the β6 integrin mRNA and protein are expressed in mouse teeth, in situ hybridization and immunohistochemical studies were performed. In situ hybridization of β6 integrin mRNA with the anti-sense and sense probes was performed in the secretory stage of an upper incisor from a 10-day-old WT mouse. The anti-sense probe demonstrated a strong specific signal that was localized only to the cytoplasm of ameloblasts (Figure 2.3A), whereas no signal was detected with the control sense probe (Figure 2.3B).

Next, we performed immunostaining of β6 integrin protein in frozen sections from the secretory stage of an upper incisor as well as from developing upper molar cusps from 3-day-old WT mice. In both the incisor and molar teeth, prominent β6 integrin immunoreactivity was localized to the ameloblast layer (Figure 2.3C,D). Hematoxylin- and eosin-stained sections confirmed that the β6 integrin immunoreactivity was indeed localized to the ameloblast cell layer (Figure 2.3E,F).

In order to investigate whether expression of β6 integrin in ameloblasts is similar in humans, we immunostained maturation-stage ameloblasts from surgically removed, unerupted human wisdom teeth. Ameloblasts were iden-
Figure 2.3: **Integrinβ6 mRNA and protein are expressed by ameloblasts in developing mouse and human teeth.** In situ hybridization of β6 integrin with anti-sense (A) and sense (B) probes in the secretory stage of a maxillary incisor from a 10-day-old WT mouse. Localization of β6 integrin protein by immunostaining in undecalcified frozen sections from the secretory stage maxillary incisor (C) and a developing maxillary molar cusp (D) from a 3-day-old WT mouse. (E, F) Parallel sections to C and D, respectively, stained with H&E. (G) Ameloblasts are present on extracted developing human third molars (HE staining), and they show positive staining for K14 (H), amelogenin (I) and β6 integrin (J) by immunohistochemistry. Abl/Ambl, ameloblast layer; P, pulp tissue; Obl, odontoblast layer; En/E, forming enamel; D, forming dentin; SR, stellate reticulum; CT, connective tissue; B, bone.
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tified in decalcified sections by morphology as well as by a positive signal for K14 and amelogenin (Figure 2.3G-I). The ameloblast layer was strongly labeled with the β6 integrin antibody (Figure 2.3J), indicating that expression of αvβ6 integrin is conserved in human ameloblasts.

2.2.4 Expression of amelogenin and enamelin is significantly increased in the Itgb6-/− ameloblast layer

In order to identify the gene expression profile associated with the disturbed mineralization of Itgb6-/− enamel, we removed incisor enamel organs of adult Itgb6-/− and WT mice from both the secretory and maturation stages. A heat map of the differentially expressed genes was generated (Figure 2.4A). These data demonstrated significant differences in gene expression profiles in enamel organs between the WT and Itgb6-/− mice. Using the GOIrilla Gene Ontology analysis tool, two of the biological processes that show significant differences were identified as ‘regulation of biomineralization’ and ‘osteoblast differentiation’ (Figure 2.4B). The microarray gene expression results for ‘cellular components’ and ‘biological processes’ were further analyzed using DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization And Integrated Discovery). In both categories, those genes with significant differences in their expression, including genes relevant to biomineralization, were graphed in a pie chart (Figure 2.4C,D, respectively). The rest of the genes were grouped in the ‘other’ category. For the ‘cellular component’ category, differentially regulated genes included genes associated with extracellular matrix or cell surface. For the ‘biological process’ category, gene expression for defence, immune response, wounding, cell-cell signaling, endocytosis, tissue morphogenesis and biomineralization differed significantly between the WT and Itgb6-/− mice enamel organs.

The gene profiling analysis showed that 67 genes were down-regulated and 171 genes up-regulated in Itgb6-/− enamel organs compared to WT enamel organs (absolute fold change >1.6; data not shown). Interestingly, the two most up-regulated genes in Itgb6-/− enamel organs were amelogenin (Amelx; 21-fold) and enamelin (Enam; 7.6-fold; Figure 2.5A). Other highly upregulated genes were progressive ankylosis gene (Ank; 5-fold) and RNA motif binding proteins (RBMs; data not shown). Expression of Klk4 was also increased, whereas ameloblastin (Ambn), MMP20 (Mmp20) and amelotin (Amtn) remained unchanged (Figure 2.5A and data not shown). The expression of β1 and β4 integrin genes was not changed, suggesting that there was no compensatory change in other integrins in the absence of β6 integrin (Figure 2.5A). Also, the level of ameloblast marker gene K14 was unchanged.
Figure 2.4: Gene expression profiling of enamel organs from 6-month-old WT and \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice. (A) Heat map of the differentially expressed genes from pooled enamel organs (the groups consisted 4-6 mice each and were designated as FVB_1-3 for WT and \beta_6_1-3 for the \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice). (B) Differentially regulated biological processes in enamel organs between WT and \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice analyzed using the GOrrilla gene ontology analysis tool \((p>10^{-3}\) for the white circles and \(p=10^{-3}-10^{-5}\) for the yellow circles); Differentially regulated cellular components (C) and processes (D) between WT and \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice analyzed by the DAVID system.
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Figure 2.5: Relative gene expression of selected enamel genes in 6-month-old WT and Itgb6-/- mice based on gene profiling (A) and confirmation with real-time RT-PCR (B). Expression of amelogenin, enamelin and KLK4 genes are significantly upregulated in Itgb6-/- (β6-) enamel organs compared to WT enamel organs. Expression of ameloblastin, MMP20, β1 or β4 integrin and ameloblast marker K14 genes are not significantly altered. Truncated β6 integrin mRNA expressed in the Itgb6-/- organs was recognized by the gene array probes (A) but was not amplified by the PCR primers specifically designated to detect the translated mRNA (B).

Among the genes that showed the strongest down-regulation in the Itgb6-/- enamel organ, were arrestin domain containing 3 protein (Arrdc3; 8fold), photocadherin-21 (Pcdh21; -5.9-fold) and Fam20B (family with sequence homology 20, member B; -2.9-fold; data not shown). Regulation of these genes in the Itgb6-/- enamel organ may contribute to the hypomineralized enamel phenotype in these animals but their role needs to be further investigated.

Next, we verified the expression levels of amelogenin, enamelin and other key molecules associated with enamel mineralization using quantitative RT-PCR (Figure 2.5B). Among the tested mRNAs, only the expression of Amelx, Enam and Klk4 showed significant increases both in gene arrays and in RT-PCR (Figure 2.5A,B).

We then verified the integrin expression profiles of the incisor enamel organs of 3-6-month-old WT, Itgb6-/- and β6 integrin rescue mice by Western blotting. As expected, Itgb6-/- incisors were negative for β6 integrin, whereas it was expressed in the WT animals (Figure 2.6A). In ‘rescue’ and
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‘overexpressing’ mice, β6 integrin expression was elevated due to the constitutive K14 promoter activity in the enamel organs. Confirming the qRT-PCR results, the expression of β1 integrin was similar in all mouse lines. However, the amount of αv integrin protein, which partners with β6 integrin and others, was reduced in the Itgb6-/- enamel (-2.5-fold; Figure 2.6A) likely because of intracellular degradation due to lack of receptor dimerization.

2.2.5 Accumulation of amelogenin protein in the ameloblast layer and enamel of Itgb6-/- mice

Analysis of protein expression in incisor enamel organs of 3-6-month-old WT and Itgb6-/- mice by Western blotting revealed strong abnormal accumulation of amelogenin in the incisors of Itgb6-/- mice (on average 10-fold; Figure 2.6A,C). The main amelogenin bands were between 20-25 kDa, which is consistent with major cleaved amelogenins. Consistent with the molar attrition data, the amelogenin accumulation in the incisors of the Itgb6-/- mice was rescued by human β6 integrin expression (Figure 2.6A), showing that the accumulation of amelogenin was specifically attributable to β6 integrin deficiency. The expression of MMP20 and KLK4 was also slightly increased in the Itgb6-/- mice (Figure 2.6B,D). The protein levels of enamelin were not tested because of the lack of availability of a specific antibody for mouse enamelin.

Because one of the main functions of αvβ6 integrin is to activate TGF-β1, we compared the phosphorylation and expression levels of Smad3, a downstream target of TGF-β1, in enamel organs. While TGF-β1 effectively induced pSmad3 phosphorylation in cultured ameloblast-like cells (not shown), there was no significant difference in the expression or phosphorylation of Smad3 between the WT and Itgb6-/- enamel organs (Figure 2.6B), suggesting that the mineralization defect and accumulation of amelogenin in the Itgb6-/- enamel is not attributable to impaired TGF-β1 signaling.

To visualize the organization of the ameloblast layer, undecalciﬁed histological sections from the late secretory stage and early maturation stage incisors of 14-day-old Itgb6-/- and WT mice were compared. In WT mice, the ameloblast layer was well organized against mineralizing enamel (Figure 2.7A,C). In the Itgb6-/- mice, the ameloblast layer was similarly organized but showed abnormal accumulation of amorphous unmineralized matrix between the cells as well as between the ameloblasts and the forming enamel surface (Figure 2.7B,D). In order to identify this material, we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and immunogold la-
Figure 2.6: **Amelogenin protein is overexpressed in Itgb6-/- enamel organs.** (A) Western blots of β1, β6 and αv integrin as well as amelogenin in WT, Itgb6-/- (β6-/-), β6 rescue (F1) and β6 overexpressing (K14) enamel organs of 3-6-month-old mice. (B) Expression and phosphorylation of pSmad3 and MMP20 and KLK4 expression in WT, Itgb6-/- (β6-/-) enamel organs. (C) Normalized amelogenin expression relative to β-actin. (D) Quantification of KLK4 and MMP20 Western blots relative to β-actin. (C, D) n = 3-4 pooled samples representing 4-6 mice each; mean ± s.d. is shown.
beling for amelogenin localization. Ameloblasts in the WT mouse showed typical organization and secretion of enamel matrix (Figure 2.7E) that subsequently became highly mineralized in the maturation stage (Figure 2.7I). In the Itgb6-/- ameloblast layer, amorphous protein pools appeared in cyst-like structures between ameloblasts and towards the enamel surface (Figure 2.7F,G). By immunolabeling, this material was shown to contain abundant amelogenin (Figure 2.7H). Abnormal accumulation of amelogenin was observed both between the cells and within the cells. Electron micrographs of the surface of WT mouse molar enamel revealed a smooth, well organized, and parallel crystal structure at the enamel-ameloblast border (Figure 2.7I) in the early maturation stage, whereas corresponding regions in the Itgb6-/- mouse showed an enamel surface that was irregular and layered (Fig 2.7J).

### 2.2.6 Integrin αvβ6 participates indirectly in the adhesion of ameloblast-like cells on amelogenin-rich matrix but not in amelogenin endocytosis

To determine whether ameloblasts use αvβ6 integrin as a cell adhesion receptor for the enamel matrix, we seeded WT mouse ameloblasts in wells coated with a porcine enamel matrix extract (EMD; over 90% amelogenin). Ameloblasts spread on EMD only in the absence of the protein synthesis blocker cycloheximide (Figure 2.8A), suggesting that their adhesion on EMD was dependent on endogenous protein synthesis. Stimulating the cells with 200 nM 12O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA), an integrin activator, further increased their adhesion and spreading by about 50% (Figure 2.8A). To determine whether this adhesion was mediated by αvβ6 integrin, cell spreading was analyzed in the presence of function-blocking anti-αvβ6 integrin antibodies. Three different antibodies blocked 35-50% of the cell spreading in a statistically significant manner (Figure 2.8B), indicating that ameloblasts deposit endogenous, amelogenin-binding extracellular matrix proteins, some of which are αvβ6 integrin ligands. As expected, these antibodies did not affect the spreading of Itgb6-/- ameloblasts (data not shown).

We next tested whether αvβ6 integrin is involved in the regulation of amelogenin endocytosis in mouse ameloblasts. Amelogenin endocytosis occurred in a similar fashion in both WT and Itgb6-/- ameloblasts (Figure 2.8C-H), suggesting that αvβ6 integrin does not play a significant role in this internalization process.
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Figure 2.7: Accumulation of amorphous matrix material between the ameloblast layer and the forming enamel, and between ameloblasts, in \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice. Undecalcified tissue sections from incisors of 14-day-old WT (A, C) and \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice (B, D) stained with von Kossa reagent for mineral followed by counterstaining with toluidine blue. Compared to WT incisors, \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice show accumulation of unmineralized extracellular matrix (arrows) between the ameloblast layer and the forming enamel surface, and between individual ameloblasts. En, enamel; Abl, ameloblast layer; D, dentin; Obl, odontoblast layer; SR, stellate reticulum; B, bone; CT, connective tissue; P, pulp tissue. Transmission electron micrographs of enamel organ of WT (E, I) and \textit{Itgb6-/-} mice (F-H, J) showing secretory ameloblasts and enamel at the level of the second molar. Ameloblasts (Am) of the WT mouse (E) show typical organization and secretion of the enamel matrix (En) that subsequently becomes mineralized. In the \textit{Itgb6-/-} ameloblast layer (F), amorphous protein pools appear in cyst-like structures between ameloblasts (asterisks) and near the enamel surface. Immunogold labeling for amelogenin of \textit{Itgb6-/-} enamel organ shows abnormal amelogenin accumulation both between the cells and inside the cells (asterisks in G and H). The enamel (En) ameloblast (Am) interface in the WT maturation stage molar tooth is smooth and well mineralized and shows organized, parallel crystal structure at this boundary (I, arrow). In a corresponding molar crown region from an \textit{Itgb6-/-} mouse, the enamel surface is less organized and irregularly mineralized with a layered appearance (J, arrow and arrowheads).
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Figure 2.8: Spreading, but not endocytosis, of ameloblast-like cells is regulated by αvβ6 integrin on amelogenin-rich enamel matrix. (A) Ameloblast cell spreading on plates coated with 10 mg/ml of EMD in the presence or absence of 50 μM cycloheximide and 200 nM TPA. (B) WT ameloblasts were allowed to spread on EMD in the presence 200 nM TPA and three different anti-αvβ6 integrin antibodies (10D5, 50 μg/ml; 6.8G6, 10 μg/ml; 6.3G9, 10 μg/ml) and in the absence of cycloheximide. Control cells (C) were left untreated. Combined results of four experiments (mean ± s.e.m.) are shown. **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001. Amelogenin endocytosis by WT (C, E, G) and Itgb6−/− ameloblasts (D, F, H). Both WT (C) and Itgb6−/− ameloblasts (D) show a very low level of endogenous amelogenin expression by immunostaining of the protein (green, arrows). Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). When incubated with 100 μg/ml EMD for 24 h, accumulation of amelogenin was distinct within the cells (E, F). The accumulation was seen in clusters on the cell edges (arrows) and in cytoplasmic regions (asterisk) for both cell types. In the presence of both EMD and 20 μM E64d (G, H), the staining of amelogenin became more punctate and diffuse (arrow). There was no difference in the pattern of endocytosis between Itgb6−/− and WT cell lines, indicating that β6 deficiency does not affect amelogenin endocytosis.
2.3 Discussion

Epithelial-cell integrins regulate a variety of cell functions during development and tissue repair (Larjava et al. 2011). However, little information is available regarding integrin function in ameloblasts during enamel formation. In the present report, we show that αvβ6 integrin plays a crucial role in enamel biomineralization via regulation of amelogenin and enamelin gene expression.

Integrins likely play key roles in tooth development since several integrins, including α6, αv, β1, β4 and β5 integrin subunits, are expressed in the dental epithelium (Salmivirta et al. 1996). Integrin αvβ5 may regulate tooth morphogenesis, as its expression oscillates between dental mesenchyme and epithelium (Yamada et al. 1994). Ameloblasts express α2β1 integrin when they assume their columnar shape (Wu and Santoro, 1994), but no tooth phenotype was observed in α2 integrin knockout mice (unpublished data from our laboratory). Loss-of-function mutations in either α6 or β4 integrin cause human junctional epidermolysis bullosa, in which the epithelium detaches from the basement membrane causing skin or mucosal blistering (Wright 2010). In these patients, ameloblast adhesion to developing enamel is also reduced, leading to hypoplastic enamel (Wright 2010).

Only a few potential integrin-binding ligands have been identified in the enamel matrix. Amelogenin (Snead et al. 1983) and amelotin (Iwasaki et al. 2005; Moffatt et al. 2006) do not possess RGD motifs or other known integrin recognition sequences. The RGD motif in enamelin is not evolutionarily conserved (Hu et al. 1997; Nawfal et al. 2007). Ameloblastin contains binding sites for the RGD motif-binding integrins (Cern et al. 1996), and it has been shown to bind to ameloblasts, but the receptor has not yet been identified (Fukumoto et al. 2004). Ameloblasts also express bone sialoprotein that has binding sites for both hydroxyapatite and RGD-binding integrins (Ganss et al. 1999; Harris et al. 2000; Stubbs et al. 1997). Dentin sialoprotein, which also contains the RGD motif, is only transiently expressed in presecretory ameloblasts and may contribute to formation of the dentino-enamel junction rather than to enamel maturation (Bgue-Kirn et al. 1998; Paine et al. 2005).

EMD enhances the adhesion, proliferation and matrix production of fibroblast-like but not epithelial cells (Cattaneo et al. 2003; Gestrelius et al. 1997; Haase and Bartold, 2001; Hoang et al. 2000; Kawase et al. 2000). Attachment of human periodontal ligament cells to EMD is possibly mediated by bone sialoprotein as it can be inhibited by RGD-containing peptides or with an anti-αvβ3 integrin antibody (Suzuki et al. 2001). Also β1 inte-
grins seem important to cell adhesion to EMD (van der Pauw et al. 2002). More recently, it was demonstrated that both $\beta_1$ and $\alpha v$ integrins mediate periodontal ligament fibroblast adhesion to EMD (Narani et al. 2007). Because amelogenins do not contain any known recognition sites for integrins, it is possible that self-aggregation of amelogenins exposes cryptic integrin recognition sites. Consistently with this hypothesis, amelogenins promote binding of fibroblasts and endothelial cells via multiple integrins, including $\alpha v\beta_3$, $\alpha v\beta_5$ and $\alpha v\beta_1$ (Almqvist et al. 2010; Almqvist et al. 2011). In the present study, ameloblast $\alpha v\beta_6$ integrin did not directly bind to EMD but the cells attached via endogenously deposited matrix. Some of these matrix molecules appeared to be $\alpha v\beta_6$ integrin ligands, such as fibronectin that readily binds to amelogenin (Narani et al. 2007). However, also Itgb6-/− ameloblasts were able to attach and spread on this matrix, suggesting collaboration by other integrin receptors in ameloblast adhesion. It appears unlikely that $\alpha v\beta_6$ integrin is essential for ameloblast cell adhesion in vivo either, as the ameloblasts retained their columnar shape and adhesion to the developing enamel in the Itgb6-/− mice.

Amelogenin or its fragments are endocytosed by ameloblasts via a receptor-mediated mechanism involving LAMP1 and CD63 proteins (Shapiro et al. 2007). This uptake may serve as a feedback loop to upregulate amelogenin expression through stabilization of its mRNA in the cytoplasm (Xu et al. 2006). We did not find evidence for the direct involvement of $\alpha v\beta_6$ integrin in amelogenin endocytosis. However, we found that expression of several RBMs ($Rbm26$, $Rbm45$, $Rbm8a$) was increased (4.2-5-fold) in the enamel organs of Itgb6-/− mice compared to WT. RBMs have been shown to critically regulate post-transcriptional RNA metabolism (Janga and Mittal, 2011). Therefore, these proteins could regulate amelogenin and enamelin mRNA stability. It is possible that the lack of $\alpha v\beta_6$ integrin signaling in the Itgb6-/− ameloblasts may disrupt the feedback system for amelogenin expression and lead to its dysregulated accumulation in the tooth enamel by an as yet unknown mechanism.

The best-known function of $\alpha v\beta_6$ integrin is in the activation of latent TGF-$\beta_1$ (Yang et al. 2007). TGF-$\beta$ and its receptors are important regulators of early tooth development (Chai et al. 1994; Chai et al. 1999; Pelton et al. 1991). In addition, TGF-$\beta_1$ is expressed in ameloblasts of developing enamel (Gao et al. 2009). Interestingly, the tooth development in TGF-$\beta_1$ mutant mice is unaffected, which could be partially due to rescue by maternal TGF-$\beta_1$ (D’Souza and Litz 1995). TGF-$\beta$s binding to type I and II TGF-$\beta$ receptors (TGF$\beta$RI and TGF$\beta$RII) induces activation of Smad2/3 (Moustakas and Heldin 2008). Human mutations in TGF-$\beta$RI
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and II cause Loeys-Dietz syndrome due to abnormal receptor signaling, but no enamel phenotypes have been reported for these patients (Loeys et al., 2005). However, there is evidence that dysregulated TGF-β1 signaling may be detrimental to amelogenesis. Ameloblasts in mice overexpressing TGF-β1 under the dentin sialoprotein promoter show enamel defects, including ameloblast detachment with a pitted and hypoplastic enamel (Haruyama et al. 2006). In K14-Smad2-overexpressing mice, the ameloblast layer is disorganized and amelogenin-containing matrix is found between ameloblasts (Ito et al. 2001). No tooth abnormalities have been reported in Smad7-/- (an inhibitor of TGF-β signaling) mice. Mice overexpressing Smad7 under the K5 promoter, however, show suppressed Smad3-mediated signaling and a failure to produce proper enamel (Helder et al. 1998; Klopcic et al. 2007).

In the present study, we did not find evidence for the enamel defects in Itgb6-/- mice being caused by altered TGF-β1 activation. Neither phosphorylation nor the expression level of Smad3 was altered in the Itgb6-/- enamel organ. We also compared histology of enamel from Smad3-/- mice to that of Itgb6-/-, and they lacked similarity (unpublished results). Previous studies have also shown that ameloblast morphology remains unaltered in Smad3-/- mice although the enamel is poorly mineralized, this being likely attributable to defective protein removal at the maturation stage (Yokozeki et al. 2003). Recently, it was reported that Smad3 and FoxO1 (transcriptional co-factor for Smads) collaboratively regulate genes involved in enamel formation (Poche et al. 2012). Interestingly, in both Smad3 and FoxO1 mutant teeth, the expression of Ambn, Amelx, Enam, Mmp20 and Klk4 were all significantly downregulated. The fact that Amelx and Enam are highly upregulated in β6 integrin mutant teeth also strongly suggests that the observed enamel phenotype is not caused by defective TGF-β1 activation. Clearly, TGF-β signaling regulates enamel formation but significant involvement of αvβ6 integrin in the activation of ameloblast TGF-β3 seems unlikely.

We explored the gene expression profiles in the WT and Itgb6-/- mouse enamel organs to identify additional changes that could contribute to disturbed mineralization of Itgb6-/- mouse enamel. Interestingly, expression of Ank was increased in the Itgb6-/- enamel organ. ANK functions in transporting inorganic pyrophosphate to the extracellular space, where pyrophosphate serves as a potent inhibitor of extracellular matrix mineralization in calcified tissues (Harmey et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2005; Zaka and Williams 2006). Future studies should therefore investigate whether inorganic pyrophosphate levels are increased in Itgb6-/- enamel organs, thereby contributing to the mineralization defect.

Other significant changes in gene expression observed in the Itgb6-/-
enamel organ included reduced expression of arrestin Arrdc3, photocadherin Pedh21 and Fam20B. ARRDC3 functions in cell signalling and molecular trafficking (Rajagopal et al. 2010). It remains to be shown whether is involved in the regulation of Amelx expression. Mutations in PCDH21 cause autosomal recessive cone-rod dystrophy in the eye (Ostergaard et al. 2010), which is associated with AI in some patients, thus demonstrating possible links between retinal functions and enamel mineralization (Parry et al. 2009; Polok et al. 2009). Since cell-cell adhesion of ameloblasts via cadherins has been demonstrated to be critical for enamel mineralization (Bartlett et al. 2010), it is possible that down-regulation of Pedh21 contributes to weakened ameloblast cell-cell adhesion and subsequent accumulation of amelogenins between the cells. FAM20B is a kinase implicated in phosphorylation and control of proteoglycans (Koike et al. 2009). It and other members of the FAM20 protein family have multiple roles in mineralized tissues. Mutations in FAM20A cause hypoplastic AI and gingival overgrowth (Cho et al. 2011; O’Sullivan et al. 2011), whereas FAM20C that is expressed in mineralized tissues, including enamel and dentin phosphorylates secreted mineral-binding proteins and is essential for normal bone development (Hao et al. 2007; Simpson et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2010; Ishikawa et al. 2012). FAM20B is expressed during the maturation stage of amelogenesis (O’Sullivan et al. 2011), but its function in enamel remains unknown.

Amelogenesis imperfecta represents a collection of genetic disorders that affect enamel formation both in the primary and permanent dentition in the absence of systemic manifestations (Hu et al. 2007). Mutations in several genes are associated with human AI (Hu et al. 2007; Stephanopoulos et al. 2005). In general, mutations that affect enamel matrix production (AMELX, AMBN, ENAM) tend to result in hypoplastic enamel while those that affect matrix removal (MMP20, KLK4) tend to result in hypomaturity of the enamel (Hu et al. 2007). Interestingly, previous studies with overexpression of normal amelogenin or its various fragments have not shown major alterations in enamel structure (Chen et al. 2003; Gibson et al. 2007; Paine et al. 2004). However, the present study clearly demonstrates that the enamel defect resulting from αvβ6 integrin deficiency and the subsequent overexpression of amelogenin and enamelin is detrimental to enamel formation and leads to a condition that mimics the hypomaturity type of AI. Therefore, ITGB6 should be considered a candidate gene for human AI with normal thickness but altered prism structure and reduced mineralization. As discussed above, there are several putative mechanisms for how αvβ6 integrin regulates enamel biomineralization that need to be explored further.
2.4 Materials and methods

2.4.1 Animals

The Animal Care Committee of the University of British Columbia approved all animal procedures used in this study. The mouse lines used were: WT (FVB background), \textit{Itgb6-/-} (a generous gift from Dr. Dean Sheppard, University of California, San Francisco, CA, USA), K14/36 that overexpresses human \( \beta 6 \) integrin under the K14 promoter (Häkkinen et al. 2004) and \( \beta 6 \) rescue mice representing \( \textit{Itgb6-/-} \) mice that have been bred with the K14/36 mice (F1; also from Dr. Sheppard). The mice were maintained in a conventional animal care facility and had free access to standard mouse chow (Purina 5001) and water. Animals were sacrificed by CO\(_2\) inhalation.

2.4.2 Western blotting

The incisors of the maxillas and mandibles of 3-9-month-old mice (three animals, 8-10 incisors per group) were removed, and their enamel organs scraped off with a microsurgical blade and pooled for Western blotting. The antibodies used were: ameloblastin (ab72776; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA), amelogenin (pc-062; Kamiya Biomedical Company, Seattle, WA, USA), KLK4 (ab3636; Abcam), MMP20 (ab76109; Abcam), Smad3 (ab28379; Abcam), pSmad3 ab52903; Abcam), \( \beta 6 \) integrin (AF2389; R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA), \( \alpha \)v integrin (sc-6618, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), \( \beta 1 \) integrin (4080; Larjava et al. 1990), \( \beta \)-actin (ab8227; Abcam) and \( \beta \)-tubulin (mAb3408, Millipore, Temencula, CA, USA). Appropriate peroxidase-conjugated IgGs (Santa Cruz) were used as secondary antibodies. After washing, the protein bands were detected using ECL Western Blotting Detection Kit (GE Healthcare, Baie d’Urfe, QC, Canada), and the digitized images were quantified using the ImageJ software (available at [http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij](http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij); developed by Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Alternatively, IRDye-conjugated secondary antibodies (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) were used and the blots analyzed and quantitated with Odyssey infrared reader (LI-COR).

2.4.3 Gene expression profiling by microarray

The enamel organs were collected from the incisors of 6-month-old WT and \( \textit{Itgb6-/-} \) mice, pooled (three animals, 8-10 incisors per group), placed into RNALater (Ambion, Life Technologies, Inc., Burlington, ON, Canada) and
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Total RNA was extracted using either NucleoSpin RNA II or XS kit (Macherey-Nagel, Bethlehem, PA, USA) and treated with DNaseI digestion. RNA samples were analyzed using Illumina Mouse WG-6 v.2.0 Expression BeadChip at the Finnish Microarray and Sequencing Centre (Turku Centre for Biotechnology, Turku, Finland) followed by data analysis with R (R Development Core Team 2008) and Bioconductor (Gentleman et al. 2004) softwares. The data were quantile normalized, and statistical analysis for detecting the global differences in gene expression between the groups was carried out using Bioconductor’s Limma package. The chosen thresholds used in filtering the differentially expressed genes were FDR p-value < 0.05 and absolute fold change > 1.6 as the comparison cutoff.

2.4.4 RNA analysis by PCR

Total RNA (0.5 μg) was reverse-transcribed with SuperScript VILO cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen, Life Technologies). Real-time PCR amplification was performed on the MiniOpticon Real-Time System (Bio-Rad, Mississauga, ON, Canada) using 5 μl of RT products (diluted to a concentration where the $C_T$ values were well within the range of the standard curve) mixed with 10 μl of 2x iQ SYBR Green I Supermix (Bio-Rad) and 5 pmoles of primers, in a final volume of 20 μl. An amplification reaction was conducted for target genes with Actb, Gapdh and Hprt1 as reference genes and replicated 9 times for each sample. The data were analyzed based on the comparative $C_T$ program of Gene Expression Analysis for iCycler iQ Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). Primer sequences (5’-3’) were: Actb (CTTCCCCTCTTGGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC), Ambn (CTTCCCCTCTTGGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC), Amelx (GCTTTTGCTATGCCCCTA, CTCATAGCTTAACTTAAACCA), Itgb6 (AATCACCACCCCTTGCCATAG, AATGCTTTGAATCCAAATTAAGAG, Enam (TCTCTGTGCAATGCCCCTA, TCTCTGTGCAATGCCCCTA), Kik4 (CATCCCTGCTGCAATGCCCCTA, GGGCATGTTCCATTTGGCTA), Mmp20 (TGCTGTGGCACTGATGCCCAATCCCAATCCCAATCCCAATCCA, CATTCTTCTTGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC), Hprt1 (TGTTGGATTTGGAATTTCCA, CATTCTTCTTGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC), Krt14 (ATCTCGATGCAATGCCCCTA, TCTCTGTGCAATGCCCCTA, Krt14 (ATCTCGATGCAATGCCCCTA, TCTCTGTGCAATGCCCCTA), Itgb1 (GCTCCTACTTCTTGGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC), Itgb4 (CCAGCTGCAATGCCCCTA, GAGCACTTCTTCTTGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC), Gapdh (CTTGGATTTGGAATTTCCA, CATTCTTCTTGGATAGGAATC, TAGAGGTCTTTACGATGTCAAC).
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2.4.5 Attrition rate

Maxillas and mandibles of 3-24-month-old WT and Itgb6-/ mice were defleshed mechanically and with 2% KOH (EM Science, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Attrition of the molars was scored based on cusp heights where 0= <10% attrition of the cusps, 1= attrition reaching up to 50% of the cusp height, and 2= more than 50% attrition. In a cross-sectional study, we also compared the attrition rate of molars in 6-month-old WT, Itgb6-/-, K14-β6 and rescue mice.

2.4.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Calcium-to-phosphorus ratio

WT and Itgb6-/- mice (11-14-month-old) were sacrificed, decapitated and their heads were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2). The mandibles were dissected and further fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 1 h at 4°C. The samples were post-fixed with 1 M OsO₄ for 1 h at RT. After three rinses, the specimens were dehydrated, critical-point dried, gold-coated and viewed by SEM. Three standardized areas (mesial, middle and distal) on the mid-lingual surface of the third molar were used to measure calcium-to-phosphorus ratios using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Hitachi S-3000N SEM with light element EDX).

Visualization of prism structures

De*neshed and dried incisors from WT and Itgb6-/- mice were frozen by immersion in liquid nitrogen and then fractured (along the line from root to crown) with a pre-cooled scalpel blade. The fractured portion of the incisor was treated at RT in 35% phosphoric acid for 30 s, rinsed and air-dried (Snchez-Quevedo et al. 2006). The incisors were then mounted and coated with a 10 nm layer of gold/palladium. Each sample was imaged by SEM with identical imaging conditions at 4 kV.

2.4.7 Immunohistochemistry

Immunostaining of β6 integrin was performed on frozen sections (6 μm) of the secretory stage of an upper incisor and a developing upper molar from a 3-day-old WT mouse using the β6 integrin antibody β6B1 (a generous gift from Dr. Dean Sheppard).

Impacted human third molars containing the dental follicle were collected anonymously from patients requiring extractions of these teeth as a
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part of their treatment (approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Board, University of British Columbia). Teeth with soft tissue remaining were fixed with 2% formaldehyde in PBS and then decalcified in the same fixative containing 0.4 M EDTA. Frozen sections (6 μm) containing patches of cells resembling ameloblasts were identified and used for immunolocalization of K14 (MCA890; AbD Serotec, Oxford, UK), amelogenin and β6 integrin as described above using a fluorescently-labeled secondary antibody (Alexa 488; Invitrogen).

2.4.8 Mineral analysis of incisors

Hemi-maxilllas and -mandibles from 7-week-old male and female WT and Itgb6-/ mice were removed and cleaned of adhering soft tissues. Procedures employed for isolating and removing sequential 1-mm-long strips of developing enamel from maxillary and mandibular incisors have been described in detail previously (Smith et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2011). Directly measured ‘before’ and ‘after’ heating weights were used to calculate various parameters including mineral-to-volatiles ratio, which represents the after-heating weight (mineral content of sample) divided by the difference between the initial dry weight minus the after-heating weight (amount of volatiles in sample; mostly protein). Weight data for enamel strips were collected from a minimum of 9 maxillary and 9 mandibular samples per genotype.

2.4.9 In situ hybridization

In situ hybridization using digoxigenin-UTP labeled riboprobes was carried out as previously described (Yoshida et al. 2010). A plasmid for integrin β6 integrin riboprobe was generated by inserting PCR products from mouse cDNA into pCRII-TOPO vector (Invitrogen). Primers used for the PCR were aggggtgactgctattgtgg and ggcaccaatgctttacact.

2.4.10 Undecalcified histology, transmission electron microscopy and immunogold labeling

WT and Itgb6-/ mouse mandibles were immersion-fixed overnight in sodium cacodylate-buffered aldehyde solution and cut into segments containing the molars, underlying incisor and surrounding alveolar bone. The samples were dehydrated through a graded ethanol series and infiltrated in acrylic resin (LR White; London Resin Company, Berkshire, UK) followed by polymerization of at 55° C for two days. 1-μm sections of hemi-mandibles were
cut with a diamond knife using an ultramicrotome, and glass slide-mounted sections were stained with 1% toluidine blue and von Kossa reagent for mineral. Immunoglobulin-labeling for amelogenin coupled with TEM was performed as described previously (McKee and Nanci 1995; McKee et al. 1996) using an anti-amelogenin antibody kindly provided by Dr. Takashi Uchida of Hiroshima University, Japan (Uchida et al. 1991).

2.4.11 Micro-computed tomography
Micro-computed tomography (Micro-CT, model 1072; Skyscan, Kontich, Belgium) of undecalciﬁed hemi-mandibles was performed at the level of the first molar from three samples of each genotype. The X-ray source was operated at maximum power (80 KeV) and at 100 μA. Images were captured using a 12-bit, cooled, charge-coupled device camera (1024×1024 pixels) coupled by a ﬁber optic taper to the scintillator. Using a rotation step of 0.9, total scanning time was 35 min for each sample with a scan resolution of 5 μm, after which ~300 sections (slice-to-slice distance of 16.5 μm) were reconstructed using Skyscan tomography software. Appropriate imaging planes were selected to show three-dimensional longitudinal and cross-sectional ‘sections’ (segments) of the first molar and underlying incisor.

2.4.12 Establishment of ameloblast cell lines
Maxillary and mandibular incisors of 5-6-month-old WT and Itgb6−/− mice were prepared under aseptic conditions and placed in cell culture wells pre-coated with bovine ﬁbronectin (10 μg/ml; Millipore) and collagen (30 μg/ml; PureCol®; Advanced BioMatrix, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) in keratinocyte growth medium (KCM; Håkkinen et al. 2001). The cells growing out from the explants were differentially trypsinized to selectively remove the more easily released ﬁbroblastic cells. The remaining epitheloid cells were conﬁrmed to express ameloblast marker K14 as well as to be positive (WT) or negative (Itgb6−/−) for β6 integrin expression by PCR. The ameloblasts were routinely grown in KCM.

2.4.13 Cell spreading assays
For cell spreading assays, WT ameloblasts were seeded in plates coated with EMD (10,000 μg/ml in 10 mM acetic acid; Emdogain® Straumann, Basel, Switzerland) in triplicates in the presence or absence of 50 μM cycloheximide.
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(a protein synthesis blocker) and 200 nM TPA (an integrin activator). Cell spreading was quantified as described previously (Narani et al., 2007).

To explore the role of αvβ6 integrin in cell spreading on EMD, WT or Itgb6-/− ameloblasts were pre-incubated on ice with anti-integrin antibodies and then allowed to spread on EMD in the presence of TPA and in the absence of cycloheximide. The anti-αvβ6 integrin antibodies used were: MAB2077Z (50 μg/ml; Millipore), 6.8G6 (10 μg/ml; Biogen Idec, Cambridge, MA, USA; Weinreb et al. 2004) and 6.3G9 (10 μg/ml; Biogen).

2.4.14 Amelogenin endocytosis by ameloblast-like cells

WT and Itgb6-/− ameloblasts were seeded onto glass coverslips (10,000 cells per ml) for 24 h in KCM. The cells were treated with KCM only, with 100 μg/ml of EMD or pre-treated for 10 min with 20 μM E64d [(2S,3S)-trans-epoxysuccinyl-L-leucylamido-3-methylbutane ethyl ester; inhibits lysosomal degradation of endocytosed proteins; McGowan et al. 1989)], followed by addition of 100 μg/ml of EMD. The cells were then incubated for 24 h and processed for immunofluorescence staining with anti-amelogenin antibody (PC-062).

2.4.15 Statistical analysis

The experiments were repeated at least three times. The difference between WT and Itgb6-/− mice was calculated using unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test using GraphPad InStat 3 software. Multiple comparison tests were performed using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.
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Conclusion and future studies

In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time that ameloblast cell surface αvβ6 integrin receptor critically regulates enamel biomineralization via regulation of amelogenin and enamelin gene expression. In addition, we show that β6 integrin deficiency leads to amelogenesis imperfecta-like phenotype in mouse dentition. These mice show severe enamel defects including reduced biomineralization of enamel and altered surface structure. Previously, it was reported that the secretome of rat incisor enamel organ contains β6 integrin transcript, but its function in enamel formation has not been previously elucidated (Moffatt et al. 2006).

Integrin αvβ6 is an exclusively epithelial adhesion protein that is absent from most parts of normal healthy epidermis and oral mucosa (Breuss et al. 1993). However, recent studies indicate that αvβ6 integrin is constitutively expressed in the junctional epithelium and oral epithelium of the gingival papilla (Csiszar et al. 2007; Ghannad et al. 2008). In vitro, αvβ6 integrin binds to Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence containing extracellular matrix ligands. Amelogenin and most of the enamel matrix proteins (except bone and dentin sialoproteins) do not possess RGD motifs (Snead et al. 1983; Hu et al. 1997; Stubbs et al. 1997; Stubbs et al. 1997; Chen et al. 1998; Bgue-Kirn et al. 1998; Ganss et al. 1999; Harris et al. 2000; Paine et al. 2005; Iwasaki et al. 2005; Moffatt et al. 2006; Nawfal et al. 2007), making it unlikely that the ameloblast αvβ6 integrins would directly interact with these molecules. However, there is the possibility that there are cryptic sites within the matrix proteins that could unveil a ligand binding region which can interact with the αvβ6 receptor. This could lead to binding of enamel matrix protein to the αvβ6 receptor. There is also the possibility of bridging molecules that can act as a liason to allow matrix proteins to bind to the αvβ6 integrin. There may be bridging molecules that contain the RGD motif as well as a binding region that allows interaction of the matrix proteins with the αvβ6 integrin in an indirect manner, such as fibronectin (Narani et al. 2007).

Our data indicate that β6 integrin deficiency leads to accumulation of
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Amelogenins in the enamel matrix leading to the mineralization defect and subsequent enamel attrition. Moreover, there is an increased expression of amelogenins and enamelin in their enamel organ. We also showed that this accumulation is likely due to excess production rather than reduced degradation of amelogenin.

Future studies should determine the relation between presence of this integrin and gene expression of enamel matrix proteins such as amelogenin. First, cell lines that have an increased amelogenin expression should be identified. $\alpha\nu\beta 6$ integrin should be blocked using either antibodies or SiRNA. Then signaling pathways and transcription factors should be studied.

Amelogenin or its fragments are endocytosed by ameloblasts (Shapiro et al. 2007). This uptake may serve as a mechanism to regulate the amelogenin expression (Xu et al. 2006). It is therefore possible that $\alpha\nu\beta 6$ integrin is involved in the regulation of endocytosis of peptides from enamel protein, and lack of the integrin may lead to dysregulated accumulation and expression of amelogenins in the enamel. When we seeded the WT and $\beta 6$ integrin knockout ameloblasts in EMD coated (amelogenin rich) wells, there was no difference in the pattern of endocytosis between the two cell lines. However, in vivo, amelogenin is surrounded by degradative enzymes such as MMP20 and Klk4 which break down amelogenin into smaller fragments, and most likely it is these breakdown products that are actually endocytosed by the ameloblasts. A future study would be needed that includes seeding the ameloblast cells (WT and $\beta 6$ integrin knockout) on a matrix that is more representative of the in vivo matrix found surrounding ameloblasts. The matrix should include amelogenin along with the various degradative enzymes, which cause in the formation of the amelogenin fragments, and the uptake of these fragments can be compared between the two cell lines. This type of study may show that $\alpha\nu\beta 6$ integrin does in fact disrupt the endocytosis and the feedback system for amelogenin expression.

Our cell-spread experiment results further indicated that the $\alpha\nu\beta 6$ integrin has an indirect role in the adhesion of ameloblast cells to amelogenin-rich matrix, and that the cells attached via an endogenously deposited matrix. It thus seems that the $\alpha\nu\beta 6$ integrin is not essential for the ameloblast cell adhesion as the $\alpha\nu\beta 6$ integrin knockout cells were also able to attach to the matrix in vitro, and the ameloblast cells remained attached to the developing enamel in the knockout mice in vivo.

Ameloblasts express TGF-$\beta 1$, which contains the RGD site in the latent molecule (Gao et al. 2009). TGF-$\beta 1$ is a cell-signaling molecule that has an important role in regulating tooth development during the early stages (Chai et al. 1994; Chai et al. 1999; Pelton et al. 1991). Binding of $\alpha\nu\beta 6$
integrin to the RGD site in the latent TGF-β1 causes activation of this potent cytokine (Munger et al. 1999; Annes et al. 2004). Activated TGF-β1 in turn phosphorylates Smad2 and Smad3 which mediate the signals to the nucleus (Yokozeki et al. 2003). The results of our study indicate that enamel defects in the knockout mice is unlikely to be caused by altered TGF-β1 activation, as no change was detected in the phosphorylation and expression level of Smad2/3 in the β6-/- mice enamel organ. Interestingly however, smad3-/- mice share similarities in enamel defects with the β6-/- mice (Yokozeki et al. 2003; Brown et al., 2007). It is clear that the TGF-β signaling regulates the amelogenesis process, but the role of αvβ6 integrin in activation of TGF-βs in the ameloblast does not seem to be significant. The exact mechanism and intracellular signaling leading to the enamel defects in the β6-/- mice remain to be further investigated.

Lastly, there were other significant changes in the gene expression of β6-/- mice enamel organ that included an increased expression of Ank, and reduced expression of arrestin domain containing 3 protein (Arrdc2), photocadherin21 (Pdch21), and family with sequence homology 20, member B (Fam20B). These genes have different roles in cell-adhesion and mineralization, and regulation of these genes in the β6-/- mice enamel organ may contribute to the hypomineralized enamel phenotype. Future studies should investigate the role of these genes in the enamel formation process. Futures studies should also further focus on investigating the mechanisms through which the deficiency of this integrin leads to the observed abnormalities and clarify whether mutations in the β6 integrin gene is associated with either human genetic (amelogenesis imperfecta) or acquired conditions that affect enamel formation.
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